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Preface 
The theory of rings of quotients has its origin in the worl^  of 0 . Ore and 
K. Asano hi 1950's and 40's. But the subject did not really develope untih the end 
of 1950's when a number of important papers appeared by R.E.Johnson, Y.Utumi, 
A.W.GoIdie, P.Gabricl and others. The most closest example of a ring of quotients 
is the held of fractions Q of a comnmtative integral domain R. It may be charac-
terized by the two properties: 
(i) For ev(>ry q ^ Q there exists a nonzero r e / ? such that qr e R. 
{u)Q is the maximal over ring of 7? satisfying condilion (i). 
The well-known construction of Q can b(; immediately extended to the case 
WIKUI R. is an arbitrary commutative ring and S is a multiplicatively closed set of 
non zero divisors of /?. In that case one dehnes the ring of fractions Q = RS~^ 
as the ring consisting of pairs (?•, ,s) with r E R and 5 e S, with (r, s) = (r', s') if 
s'r = sr'. TIK; resulting ring Q satisfies (i), with the extra recjuirement that r E S 
and (ii). If R is a noncommutative domain, a related issue is that of embedding R 
into a division ring. In contrast to the comnmtative situation such embeddings need 
not always exist. If 5 is a multiplicatively closed set of nonzero divisors of R, then a 
right ring effractions RS'^ can be defined in the same way as in the commutative 
case but tor this to work one has to assume that. S satisfic s^ tli(^  following condition. 
(*) For each r G /? and s £ 5, there exist r' e R and s' G S such that rs' = sr'. 
Every element in ,5" becomes invertible in RS"'- and the elements of RS~^ may 
be written as rs~^ with r E R and s E T. In particular, when T consists of ah 
the nonzero divisors of R, the condition (*) is called the Ore condition and R.S~^ is 
called the right classical ring of quotients. 
The present dissertation entitled "On rings of quotients" has been 
completed under the able guidance of Dr.Asma Ali, comprises of four chapters. 
Chapter I contains some prehminary notions, basic definitions and important 
well-known results needed for the development of the subsequent texts. 
Chapter II of the dissertation deals with the general introduction to the theory 
of rings of quotients (rings of fractions) in the setting of noncommutative rings. 
Chapter III is devoted to the study of maximal rings of quotients. In 1956 
Utunh [67] defined the maximal ring of quotients of a ring as follows: An over ring 
m 
Q of a, ring R is said to be a right ring of (luotients of i? if Rn is a dense submodule 
of Qp. The maximal right ring of quotients of R denoted by Q'i^.axiR) is the largest 
right ring of ciuotients of R. Analogously maximal left ring of quotients of R. can 
be defined. There; exist examples of ring R. with over rings Q such that Q strictly 
contains the classical ring of quotients of i?,, but still Q may be viewed as a kind of 
general rhig of ciuotients of R. This leads us to study of Findlay, Utumi, Lambek 
theory of maximal rings of quotients. Utumi [67] showed that the maximal right 
ring of quotients always exist. In case R. is a connnutative domain with quotient 
field X, we have of course Ql,{R) = Q'^naxW = K. Another point of view about 
maximal rings of ciuotients is given by Lambek [48]. He related the maximal ring 
of ciuotic^nts theory with injective mochile and pointed out that the maximal ring of 
ciuotients could be intc^rpreted as the biconnnutator of the injective envelope of R. 
After discussing maximal rings of quotients, it is natural to include an introduction 
to the idea of Martindale ring of ciuotients which was introduced by Martindale [51] 
for two sided ideals of a prime ring. 
Chapter IV is devoted to the study erf generahzed polynomial identities (GPI) 
with coefficients in Utunn ring of quotients and Martindale ring of quotients. It is 
a generalization of a polynomial identity (PI) in whic;h the coefficients come from 
the base field. A generalized polynomial identity of a,n algebra A over a field F is 
a polynonnal expression / in noncommuting indeternnnates and fixed coefficients 
from A between the indeterminates such that / vanishes upon ail substitutions by 
elements of A. The theory of GPI was initiated by Anutsur [2] in 1965. Later on 
IMartindale [51] extcmded Amitsur's work to prime GPI rings. 
IV 
CHAPTER I 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
The present chapter is devoted to review some basic notions, important 
terminologies and known results in ring and module theory which we shall need 
for the developement of the subject in the subsequent chapters of the present 
dissertation. Suitable examples and necessary remarks are given at the proper 
places. The material for the present chapter has been collected mostly from the 
standard books like Lam [43], Beidar, Martindale and Mikhalev [5], Lambek [47], 
Jacobson [30], Herstein [26, 27], Rowen [63], McCoy [53], Goodearl [20], 
Passman [55]. 
1.2 Some ring and module theoretic notions 
Definition 1.2.1 (Ideal) An additive subgroup / of a ring R is said to be a left 
(resp. right) ideal of R, if ra G / (resp. ar G /) for all a G / , r G i?. / is said to be 
an ideal of R if it is a left as well as a right ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.1 Let i? = | ( " M | a,b,c,d ezl. 
Then A = ^ ( Q r ^ ) | a , 6 G Z > i s a right ideal but not a left ideal of R 
and h= \ { 1 (^ ] [ a , 6 G Z > i s a left ideal but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Regulcir element) An element a in a ring R is said to be 
regular if it is neither a left nor a right zero divisor of R. 
Definition 1.2.3 (Commutator ideal) The commutator ideal C{R) of a ring R 
is the ideal generated by all commutators [x, y] with x, y in R. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Nilpotent element) An element a of a ring R is said to be 
nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that a" = 0, where a" stands for 
a a. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Nilpotent ideal) A right (left, two sided) ideal A of a ring R is 
said to be a nilpotent ideal if there exists a positive integer n > 1 such that A" = {0}. 
Example 1.2.2 Consider the ring Zpn, where p is a fixed prime and n > 1. Zpn 
has exactly one ideal for each positive divisor of p" and no other ideals; these are 
simply the principal ideals (p*^ ) = p^Zpn(0 < k <n). For 0 < A; < n, we have 
{p'T = (p'") = (0). 
So that each proper ideal of Zpn is nilpotent. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Nil ideal) A right (left, two sided) ideal A of a ring R is said 
to be a nil ideal if each element of A is nilpotent. 
Remark 1.2.1 Every nilpotent ideal is a nil ideal but converse need not be true. 
Example 1.2.3 Let p be a fixed prime and for each positive integer i let Ri be the 
ideals in //(p'+^), consisting of all nilpotent elements of//(p*+^). That is, consisting 
of the residue classes modulo P*+^ which contains multiple of p. Then i?-"*"^  = {0}, 
where as i?f = {0} for fc < z + 1. Now consider the discrete direct sum of the rings 
Ri (i=l,2...). Since each element of T differs from zero in only a finite number of 
components that is, each element of T is nilpotent. Then T is a nil ideal in T but 
not a nilpotent ideal. 
Remark 1.2.2 The sum of any finite number of nil (nilpotent) ideals of a ring R 
is again nil (nilpotent). 
Definition 1.2.7 (Principal ideal) An ideal of a ring R generated by one element 
of R is called a principal ideal. The ideal generated by the element a of i? is denoted 
by (a). 
Example 1.2.4 Let R[x] denote the ring of polynomials with real coefficients and 
let < x^ + 1 > denote the principal ideal generated by x^ + 1. Then 
<x' + l>= {f{x){x' + 1) I fix) G R[x]}. 
Remark 1.2.3 Let / be an ideal generated by a. Then / can be written in the 
following form 
(a) = {na + ra + as + V^ r,a5i | r, s, r,, Sj G -R; n G Z} 
(i) If i? is a commutative ring, then 
(^) = (Y^^^^^ + X]^^y^ \nteZ,rj e R,Xj,Vj G / } . 
(ii) If i? is a commutative ring with unity, then 
(a) = {Y^r^as^ \ r^,s^ G R}. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Maximal idezd) An ideal M in a ring R is said to be a maximal 
ideal provided that M ^ R and whenever J is an ideal of R with M C J C R, then 
J = R. 
Definition 1.2.9 (Minimal ideal) An ideal M in a ring R is called a minimal 
ideal if M 7^  0 and there exists no ideal / in i? such that {0} C I C M. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Socle) The socle of a ring R denoted by Soc(R) is the sum of 
the minimal left (right) ideals of R, if R has minimal left (right) ideals; otherwise 
Soc(R)= 0. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Prime ideal) An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a prime 
ideal if it has the property that for any ideals A and B in R whenever AB C P, 
then A C P or P C P. 
Remark 1.2.4 Equivalently an ideal P in a ring R is prime if and only if any one 
of the following holds: 
(z) lia,be R such that aRb C P, then a e P or 6 G P . 
(ii) If (a) and (6) are principal ideals in R such that (a)(6) C P, then a G P or 
be P. 
(iii) If [/ and V are left (right) ideals in R such that U,V C P, then U C P ov 
VCP. 
Remark 1.2.5 If P is a commutative ring, then an ideal P of P is a prime ideal 
if and only if for all elements a and b in R, ab G P implies that a 6 P or 6 € P . 
Remark 1.2.6 In a commutative ring with identity every maximal ideal is a prime 
ideal. 
Example 1.2.5 For an illustration of a ring possessing a non trivial prime ideal 
which is not maximal. Take P = Z x Z, where the operations are performed 
componentwise. One can easily verify that Z x {0} is a prime ideal of R. Since 
Z X {0} C Z X Ze C P, 
with Z X Ze an ideal of P, where Zg is the ring of even integers and hence Z x {0} 
fails to be maximal. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Semiprime ideal) An ideal P in a ring P is said to be a 
semiprime ideal in P if for every ideal I of R, P C P implies I C P. 
Definition 1.2.13 (Direct sum and subdirect sum of rings ) Let Si, i e U be 
a family of rings indexed by the set U and S denote the set of all functions defined 
on the set U such that for each i E U. The value of function at i is an element of 
Si. If addition and multiplication in S is defined as: (a + b){i) — a{i) + b{i), for all 
a,b £ S, then 5" is a ring which is called the complete direct sum of rings Si, i eU. 
The set of all functions i € f/ is a subring of S which is called the discrete direct 
sum of rings Si, i e U. However, if [/ is a finite set, then the complete (discrete) 
direct sum of rings Si, i e U, as defined above is called a direct sum of rings Si, 
ieU. 
Let T be a subring of the direct sum S of rings Si and for each i ^ U lei 9i ^ U 
be a homomorphism of S onto Si defined by aOi = a(i), for a ^ S. If TOi = Si for 
every i G t/, then T is said to be a subdirect sum of the family of the rings Si,i ^U. 
Definition 1,2.14 (Radical ideal) An ideal / of a ring R is said to be a radical 
ideal of i? if for a G i? a" € / for some integer n > 1, implies that a G / . 
Definition 1.2.15 (Jacobson Radical) The jacobson radical of a ring R, denoted 
by rad R = n{M | M is a maximal ideal of R}. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Prime Radical) The prime radical of a ring R, denoted by 
p(R) = n{P I P is a prime ideal of R}. 
Remark 1.2.7 If /3{R) = 0, we say that the ring R is without prime radical or has 
zero prime ideal. 
Example 1.2.6 The ring F[x] of formal power series over a field F has zero prime 
radical. 
Remark 1.2.8 If rad R = 0, then R is said to be a ring without jacobson radical. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Nil(R)) Nil(R) is the unique maximal nil ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.18 (Prime ring) A ring R is said to be prime if aRb = 0 imphes 
either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Remark 1.2.9 A ring R is said to be prime if and only if the zero ideal (0) is a 
prime ideal in R. 
Definition 1.2.19 (Semiprime ring) A ring R is said to be semiprime if 
aRa = 0, implies a = 0 for all a E R. 
Remark 1.2.10 A ring R is semiprime if and only if it has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals. 
Definition 1.2.20 (Center of a ring) The center of a ring R is the set of all those 
elements of R which commute with each element of R and is denoted by Z{R) i.e, 
Z{R) = {xeR\xr = rx for all r G R}. 
Remark 1.2.11 A ring R is commutative if and only if Z{R) = R. 
Remark 1.2.12 Let Rhe a semiprime ring. Then 
(i) The center of R contains no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
(ii) The center of a nonzero one sided ideal in R is contained in the center of R. 
In particular, any commutative one sided ideal is contained in the center of R. 
Definition 1.2.21 (Centralizer) Let 5 be a non-void subset of a ring R. Then 
the centralizer of 5 in i? denoted by CR{S) = {X ^ R \ XS = SX, for all s ^ S} 
Remark 1.2.13 For a prime ring R : 
(z) The nonzero elements of Z{R), the center of R are not zero divisors. 
(ii) If c? is a nonzero derivation of R, then d does not vanish on a nonzero left ideal 
ofi?. 
[Hi) If R contains a commutative nonzero left ideal (right ideal), then R is com-
mutative. 
(iv) If c and ac are in Z{R) and c is not zero, then a is in Z{R). 
(v) In R, the centralizer of any nonzero one sided ideal is equal to Z{R). In 
particular, if R has a nonzero central ideal, then R must be commutative. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Simple ring) A ring R is said to be simple if it has no proper 
ideals. 
Definition 1.2.23 (Semisimple ring) A ring R is said to be semisimple if its 
Jacobson radical is zero. 
Definition 1.2.24 (Reduced ring) A ring R is said to be reduced if R has no 
nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Definition 1.2.25 (Local ring) A ring R is said to be a local ring if it has a 
unique maximal ideal. 
Definition 1.2.26 (Annihilator) Let i? be a ring and 5 be a subset of R. Then 
his) = {x e R \ xS = 0} is called left annihilator of S and rR{S) = {x e R\ Sx = 
0} is called the right annihilator of S. IR{S) also denoted by 1{S) and rR{S) by r{S). 
Remark 1.2.14 1{S) is a left ideal of R and r{S) is a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.27 (ACC) A ring R is said to satisfy the ascending chain condition 
for ideals if, given any sequence of ideals / i , /2,... of i? with 
/ 1 C / 2 C . . . C 4 C . . . . , 
there exists an integer n (depending on the sequence) such that Im = In for all 
m> n. 
Definition 1.2.28 (Noetherian ring) A ring R is said to be noetherian ring if it 
satisfies ascending chain condition for ideals. 
Definition 1.2.29 (DCC) A ring R is said to satisfy the descending chain condi-
tion for ideals if, given any sequence of ideals / i , /2,... oi R with 
/i D /2 2 ... 2 In..., 
there exists an integer n such that 
In = In+l = In+2 = .-.. 
Definition 1.2.30 (Artinian ring) A ring R is said to be artinian ring if it 
satisfies a descending chain condition for ideals. 
Definition 1.2.31 (Twisted polynomial ring) Let K he a, ring and cr be a ring 
endomorphism oiK. Consider K[x; a] = {X "^=o "'^* I o-i^ K, x is a variable}, such 
that xb 7^  bx but xb = a{b)x for b E K. Define addition as sum of the polynomials 
and multiphcation as follows: 
Then K[x; a] is a ring and is known as Hilbert's twisted polynomial ring. K[{x; a]] 
is defined similarly and is called skew series ring. 
Definition 1.2.32 (Principal left ideal domain) A principal left ideal domain 
(PLID) is a domain in which any left ideal is a principal ideal. 
Definition 1.2.33 (Principal right ideal domain) A principal right ideal do-
main (PRID) is a domain R in which any right ideal is a principal ideal. 
Definition 1.2.34 (Ore domain) A ring R is said to be a left (resp. right) Ore 
domain if it has no non zero divisors and the intersection of any two nonzero left 
(resp. right) ideals of R is not zero. 
Definition 1.2.35 (Von Neumann regular ring) A ring R is said to von 
Neumann regular or simply regular if every a E: R can be written in the form 
axa for some x E R (depending on a). 
Definition 1.2.36 (Strongly regular ring) A ring R is said to be strongly reg-
ular if for any a E R, there exists x E R such that a = a^x. 
Definition 1.2.37 (Goldie ring) A ring R is said to be a Goldie ring if 
(z) R satisfies the ascending chain conditions on left annihilators. 
(a) Every independent set of left ideals of R is finite. 
Definition 1.2.38 (Dense ideal) A right (resp. left) ideal J of a ring R is said 
to be a dense right (resp. dense left) ideal if for any 0 7^  ri G -R, r2 G -R there exists 
r G -R such that r i r 7^  0 and r2r G J (resp rvi ^ 0;rr2 G J). The collection of all 
dense right ideals is denoted hy T> = T>{R). 
Definition 1.2.39 (Essential ideal) A right (left) ideal J of a ring R is said to 
be essential if for every nonzero right (left) ideal K of R, we have Jr\K ^Q and is 
denoted by J Cg i?. 
Definition 1.2.40 (Module) Let i? be a ring. An additive abehan group M 
together with a function Rx M -^ M (defined as (r, m) M- rm) is said to be a left 
module over i? or a left i?-module if for all r,s e R and 7111,1712 ^ M the following 
conditions hold 
(z) r(mi + 777.2) = rrui + rm2 
{a) (r + 5)777,1 = Tf^i + smi 
{in) r(smi) = (rs)mi 
In case, if R has identity element IR, then iRvn = m holds for all m E M. Such 
left module M is called a unital left i?-module. 
A unital right i?-module is defined similarly via a function MxR^ M (defined 
as (m, r) !-)• mr) and satisfying the obvious analogous of the above conditions. 
Sometimes we denote a left i?-module (resp. right i?-module) by RM (resp. MR) 
Remark 1.2.15 For a commutative ring R, the notion of a left and a right module 
over R essentially coincide with each other and in this case we simply speak of a 
module over R. 
Remark 1.2.16 If / is a left (right) ideal of a ring R, then / is a left (right) 
i?-module. In particular {0} and R are modules. 
Definition 1.2.41 (Bimodule) Let R and S be arbitrary rings. An abelian group 
M is said to be a bimodule, more expUcitly {R-S) module or bimodule RMS, if M 
is both a left i?-module and a right 5-module and r{ms) = {rm)s for all m E M; 
reRseS. 
On the other hand if M is a left i?-module and a left ^-module, then M is a 
bimodule if the above condition is replaced by the condition 
r{sm) = s(rm), for allr e R; s e S and me M. 
Example 1.2.7 Let MR be any right i?-module and E = Homii{M,M) its ring 
of endomorphism. Then it is readily verified that M turns out to be an £^-module 
EM such that e{mr) = {em)r, for all e G £^  and r e R. Thus M is a bimodule EMR. 
Definition 1.2.42 (Submodule) A nonempty subset A^  of an i?-module M is said 
to be an i?-submodule (or simply a submodule ) of M if 
(z) {N, +) is a subgroup of (M, +). 
(M) for all r e i? and a e N, the module product ra G N. 
Definition 1.2.43 (Module homomorphism) Let M and N be two i?-modules. 
A mapping f : M ^ N is called a module homomorphism or an i?-homomorphism 
if 
(z) / (mi + 1712) = f{mi) + /(m2) for mi, m2 G M. 
(ii) f{ra) = rf{a) for all r G i? and a £ M. 
Definition 1.2.44 (Faithful i?-niodule) An i?-module M is said to be faithful 
if its annihilator is zero. 
Definition 1.2.45 (Simple module) A nonzero module M is simple if M has no 
proper non-zero submodules. 
Definition 1.2.46 (Singular submodule) Let i? be a ring. The singular submod-
ule of an i^-module MR denoted by Z{MR) ^{me MR\ rR{m) is essential in RR}. 
Remark 1.2.17 
10 
(i) If M = i?, Z{RR) is an ideal of R and is called the right singular ideal of R. 
(a) liR^O, then Z{RR) = R. 
{in) MR is a nonsingular module if Z{MR) = 0. In particular, i? is a right nonsin-
gular ring if Z{RR) = 0. 
Definition 1.2.47 (Kasch ring) A ring R is said to be a right (left) Kasch ring if 
every simple right (left) i?-module V can be embedded in RR. R is called a Kasch 
ring if it is both a right and a left Kasch ring. 
Definition 1.2.48 (Injective module) A right i?-module / is said to be injective 
if for any monomorphism g : A-^ B oi right i?-module and any i?-homomorphism 
h: A-^ I, there exists an i?-homomorphism h' : B ^ I such that h — h'og. 
h \ k' 
0 > A ^ B 
9 
Definition 1.2.49 (Self injective rings) A ring R for which RR is injective is 
called self injective ring. 
Example 1.2.8 Z/nZ (n > 0) is a self injective ring. 
Definition 1.2.50 (Primitive ring) A ring R is said to be primitive if R has a 
faithful simple module. 
Definition 1.2.51 (Semiprimitive ring) A ring R is said to be semiprimitive if 
R has a faithful semisimple module. 
Definition 1.2.52 (Primitive ideal) An ideal U ma. ring R said to be a primitive 
ideal if the quotient ring RIU is primitive. 
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Definition 1.2.53 (Essential extension) A right i?-module E D MR is said 
to be an essential extension of M if every nonzero submodule of E intersects M 
nontrivially. 
Definition 1.2.54 (Maximal essential extension) An essential extension 
E D M is said to be maximal if no module properly containing E can be an essential 
extension of M. 
Definition 1.2.55 (Central extension) A ring T is called central extension of a 
ring RiiT = Z{T)R. 
Definition 1.2.56 (Rational extension) Let A^  C M be right i?-modules. M is 
said to be a rational extension of N if for any y e M and x G M\{0}, x.y'^N ^ 0 
i.e. there exists r G i? such that xr y^O and yr G A''. 
Definition 1.2.57 (Injective hull) Let N be an extension of an i?-module M. If 
A' is a maximal essential extension of M, then N is called an injective hull or an 
injective envelope of M, denoted by ER{M) or E{M). 
Example 1.2.9 Let Z be the ring of integers and Q be the additive group of 
rational numbers. Then Qg is the injective hull of Z^. 
Definition 1.2.58 (Rational hull) Let / = E{M) and let H = End{lR), 
operating on the left of / . We define 
E{M) = {ieI:'iheH, h{M) = 0=^ h{i) = 0} 
E{M) is an i?-submodule of / containing M and is called rational hull of M. 
Definition 1.2.59 (Division Hull) For a domain A, a division ring D is called a 
division hull of A if there is a given inclusion map A^^ D such that D is generated 
as a division ring by A. 
In other words there is no division ring Do such that AC DQC D. 
Definition 1.2.60 (Free semigroup) Let A be a nonempty set. Let A+ be the 
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set of all finite, nonempty words ai, 02, .-.am in the 'alphabet' A. 
A binary operation is defined on A'^ by juxtaposition 
{aia2...a„,){bib2...bn) 
with respect to this operation, A'^ is a semigroup, called the free semigroup on A. 
The set A is generating set for A+. 
Definition 1.2.61 (Algebra) Let F be a field and A be a non-void set. A is said 
to be an algebra over F if 
(i) v4 is a ring. 
{ii) A is a vector space over F. 
(in) a{xy) — (ax)y = x(ay) for all x,y e A, a e F. 
Definition 1.2.62 (Subdirect product) Let {Ai : z 6 / } be a collection of ideals 
of a ring R. Then R is said to be a subdirect product of {R/Ai : i 6 J} if the 
canonical-homomorphism ijj: R^ Ui^jR/Ai is an injection. 
Definition 1.2.63 (Prime spectrum) The prime spectrum of a ring R denoted 
by Spec(R) is the collection of all prime ideals of R, partially ordered under set 
inclusion. 
Definition 1.2.64 (fc-ring) Let fc be a commutative ring with identity e. Then 
a fc-ring yl is a ring with identity e for which there exists a ring homomorphism 
a : k -^ A (sending e to e). 
Definition 1.2.65 (Free fc-ring) Let k be any ring and {xi : i E 1} be a system of 
independent, noncommuting indeterminates over k. Then a "free fc-ring" generated 
by {xi'.ie 1} is denoted hy R = k < Xi : i e I > . The elements of R are polyno-
mials in the noncommuting variables {xi} with coefficients from k. The coefficients 
are supposed to commute with each Xi. The "freeness" of R refers to the following 
universal property: ii IJJQ : k -y k' is any ring homomorphism and {ai : i e 1} is 
any subset of k' such that each ai commutes with each element of -tpo{k) , then there 
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exists a unique ring homomorphism ip : R^ k' such that if' \ k = ipo and ip{xi) = Cj 
for every i E I. 
Definition 1.2.66 (Balanced map) Let K be a commutative ring with unity 
and let ^ be a right X-module and let K^  be a left if-module. For P any additive 
abelian group, a map (f) -.V xW ^ P is said to be balanced if it is biadditive and 
satisfies ^{va,w) = (f){v,aw), v eV,w EW,a E K. 
Definition 1.2.67 (Tensor product) An abehan group T is called a tensor 
product of V and W over K if the following properties hold. 
(i) There is a balanced map T iV xW ^ T such that T is additively generated 
by the image of r. 
(ii) Given any abelian group P and any balanced map p -.V xW ^ P there exists 
an additive map ip : T -^ P such that p — rij). Tensor product of V and W 
over K is denoted by V ®K ^ • 
Definition 1.2.68 (Coproduct) Let Ai and A2 be algebras with unity 1 over a 
commutative ring K. Then a /f-algebra A with 1 is a coproduct of Ai and A2 over 
i^if: 
yli ^ U A ^^— A2 
P 
{%) There exist i^-algebra homomorphisms a: Ai^ A and P : A2 -^ A such that 
a{Ai) U P{A2) generates A as a if-algebra. 
(M) For any if-algebra P with 1 and homomorphisms a : Ai ^ P and T : A2 -^ P 
there exists a homomorphism cj): A^ P such that a(j) = a and /30 = r, that 
is the diagram can always be completed. 
Definition 1.2.69 (Derivation) Let i? be a ring. An additive mapping 
d : R —> R is said to be a derivation on R if d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y) for all 
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x,y e R. 
Definition 1.2.70 (Uniform dimension) An /^-module MR is said to have uni-
form dimension n (written as u.dim M = n) if there is an essential submodule 
V C^ M that is a direct sum of n uniform submodules. If on the other hand, no 
such an integer n exists, we write u.dim M = oo. 
1.3 Some well-known results 
In this section we state some well known results which will be frequently used 
in the development of the subsequent chapters. 
Theorem 1.3.1 (Zorn's Lemma) If (5, <) is an inductive partially ordered set, 
then S has at least one maximal element. 
Theorem 1.3.2 (Lam [43]) A right i?-module MR is injective if and only if it has 
no proper essential extension. 
Theorem 1.3.3 (Lam [43]) Any right i?-module MR has a maximal essential 
extension. 
Theorem 1.3.4 (Lam [43]) For any two modules M and / such that MCI, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) / i s maximal essential over M. 
[it) I is injective and is essential over M. 
{in) I is minimal injective over M. 
Theorem 1.3.5 (Lam [43]) If M' be a submodule of MR and N C^ M, then for 
any / G HomR{M', M), f-\N) Q M'. 
Theorem 1.3.6 (Lam [43]) Let M be a right i?-module and N, N' and P are 
submodules of M. Then we have the following 
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(z) If N Crf M, N' Crf M then A^  n iV' C^ M. 
{it) Let NC PCM. Then N C^ M iS N C^ P and P C^ M. 
(zu) Assume M is a nonsingular module. Then N C^ M iS N C^ M. 
Theorem 1.3.7 (Lam [43]) Let M' be any submodule of / containing M. Then 
M Cd M' iff M' C E{M), where E{M) is the rational hull of M. 
Theorem 1.3.8 (Lam [43]) If a ring R has ACC on annihilator ideals, then an 
ideal U is dense in R iff it contains a non-zero divisor. 
Theorem 1.3.9 (Beidar [5]) Let J be a dense right ideal of a ring R. Then J is 
an essential right ideal of R. 
Theorem 1.3.10 (Beidar [5]) Let 7 be a 2-sided ideal of a ring R. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) /(/) = 0. 
(ii) / is a dense right ideal of R. 
{in) I is an essential right ideal. 
(iv) I is essential as a 2-sided ideal (that is for any ideal J y^O, / fl J 7^  0). 
Theorem 1.3.11 (Beidar [5]) Let / be a 2-sided ideal of R. Then 
(z) 1{I) = r{I) 
[ii) i{i) n J = 0 
{ill) I -\-1{I) IS a. dense right ideal of R. 
Theorem 1.3.12 (Rowen [63]) Suppose R eC-Mg (category of algebras over 
t 
a commutative ring C), Xi,X2...Xt are arbitrary elements of R and T : Y^/^^i ~^ 
t 
Y Cxi is a map (in C-Mod). Viewing T as an image of a t x t matrix T", we have 
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the following formula for any ^-normal polynomial f{xi,X2, ...Xk): 
t 
{trT')f{xi, ...Xk) = E fi^i, -Xi-i, Txi, Xi+i, ...Xk) 
i = l 
Theorem 1.3.13 (Rowen [63]) Suppose D is a division algebra over an alge-
braically closed field F and D has a (possibly infinite) base over F of 
cardinality< I F | — 1. Then D = F. (Moreover, if F is not algebraically closed, 
then D is algebraic over F. 
Theorem 1.3.14 (Rowen [63]) Given a ring R, let / be an infinite set of cardi-
nality >| -R I, and put R' = R^, writing (r^) for the element of R' whose i-component 
is ri E R for all i E I. Identify i? as a subring of R' under the "diagonal injection 
"r -^ {ri), with each r,- = r. Then N{R) = Nil{R') D R. Consequently, N{R) is a 
proper ideal of R and there is an injection R/N{R) -^ R'/Nil{R'). 
Theorem 1.3.15 (Rowen [63]) Let Rhea, semiprimitive ring. If R has no nonzero 
nil ideals, then R[\] is semiprimitive, where R[X] is the polynomial ring over R on the 
commuting indeterminates Aj, i E I. 
Theorem 1.3.16 (Rowen [63]) If i? is a prime Pl-ring and S = Z{R)\{0}, then 
S-^Z{R) C Z(S-^R), equality holding if S is regular. 
Theorem 1.3.17 (Rowen [63]) The following conditions are equivalent for a ring 
R: 
(i) R is a finite direct product of simple artinian rings. 
(ii) R = Soc[R) 
(Hi) R is semiprime and left artinian. 
Theorem 1.3.18 (Beidar [5]) Let L be a minimal left ideal of a ring A. Suppose 
that L^ ^ 0. Then there exists an idempotent e E L such that L = Ae. Moreover 
eAe is a division ring. Further, if A is semiprime ring and v G A is an idempotent 
such that vAv is a division ring, then Av is a minimal left ideal of A. 
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Theorem 1.3.19 (Beidar [5]) Let i? be a primitive ring with extended centroid 
C. Then R is GPI if and only if R contains a minimal idempotent e such that 
dimc{eRe) < oo. 
Theorem 1.3.20 (Beidar [5]) Let i? be a primitive ring and let V be any faithful 
irreducible right i?-module with associated division ring D. Then 
(i) Soc{R) = {r e R\ rank r < oo}. 
(M) SOC{R) = Soc{H) where H is any ring such that RCHCQs{R) and Qs{R) 
is symmetric ring of quotients of R. 
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CHAPTER II 
Classical rings of quotients and embedding 
theorems 
2.1 Introduction 
The present chapter is a general introduction to the theory of rings of quotients 
(rings of fractions), in setting of noncommuting rings. 
In section 2.2 we discussed the general issues of inverting a given multiplica-
tive set 5 of a nonzero elements in a (possibly) noncommuting ring R. If i? is a 
domain and S = ^\{0}, a related issue is that of embedding R into a division ring. 
Unfortunately such embeddings need not always exist, even if such embeddings exist, 
they may not be unique, as shown by an intriguing example of J.L Fisher. 
Section 2.3 deals with the study of Ore's localization theory developed by Ore 
in the early 1930's. Here we find the necessary and sufficient condition for construct-
ing the (Ore) localization RS~^ with respect to a given multiplicative set SCR. 
Letting S be the multipMcative set of all nonzero divisors in R, in particular, we 
arrive at the notion of right Ore rings, which are rings with a classical (total) ring 
of quotients. Finally, we discuss Q^^{R), the right classical ring of quotients and 
Q[i{R), the left classical ring of quotients for particular choices of the multiplicative 
set S of the ring R. 
2.2 Non commutative localizations 
For any commutative domain R, we can formally invert the non zero elements 
of R to form a unique quotient field (or field of fractions) for R. In commutative 
algebra, the general procedure of locahzing any commutative ring i? at a multiplica-
tive set S yields a commutative ring Rs and a ring homomorphism e : R ^ Rs 
such that e{s) is a unit in Rs for every s € 5, and e is universal with respect to this 
property. Moreover, we have the following two key facts for e and Rs-
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(i) Every element in Rs has the form €{r)€{s) \ (2.2.1) 
(ii) Kere = {r G R/rs = 0 for some s e S}. (2.2.2) 
The ring Rs is called the locahzation of i? at S. To simplify the notation, we 
write the elements of Rs as r/s or rs~^ (instead of e(r)e(s)~-^). We add fractions by 
taking common denominators and multiply fractions by multiplying numerators and 
denominators. The classical case of embedding a commutative domain R into its 
quotient field corresponds to the localization of R at the multiplicative set -R\{0}. 
In commutative algebra, localization provides one of the most powerful tools 
for proving theorems. Thus, in studying noncommutative rings, it is natural to 
ask first how much of locahzation machinery can be made to work in the non-
commutative setting. In studying the theory of noncommutative localization for 
any multiplicative set S in any ring R, we can define a universal ^-inverting ring 
Rs- But we lose both of the properties (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). This generally com-
promises the usefulness of Rs- Also Mal'cev [50] has shown (Theorem 2.2.1) that 
a noncommutative domain can not be embedded in any division ring even if such 
embeddings exist, they may not be unique as shown by the following intriguing ex-
ample of J.L Fisher [16]. 
Example 2.2.1 Consider a domain A = Q < u,v >. Then there exist embeddings 
eji '• A -^ Dn where DnS are minimal division rings over €n{A) for n > 2, but 
there is no isomorphism (or homomorphism) / : Dm -^ Dn iox m ^ n such that 
f o em = Cu- The free algebra Q < w, v >, therefore has infinitely many essentially 
different "division rings of fractions". 
We begin with the following results proved by Mal'cev [50] 
Lemma 2.2.1 Let a,b,c,d^x,y,u,v be elements of a semigroup H. If H is 
embeddable into a group G, then ax = by, ex = dy, au = bv => cu = dv in 
H. 
Proof Working in the group G, we have b~^a = yx~^ = d'^c from the first two 
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equations and b~^a ~ vu"^ from the third equation. Therefore, d^^c = vu^^ G G 
and hence cu = dv E H. (Alternatively, as suggested by D. Moulton, 
cu = ex . x~^a~^ . au = dy . y~^b~^ . bv = dv in G.) 
Proposition 2.2.1 There exists a cancellative semigroup H with elements a, b, c, d, 
X, y, u, V such that ax = by, ex = dy, au = bv but cu / dv. In particular, H can 
not be embedded in any group G. 
Proof Let H be the free semigroup on the letters A, B, C, D, X, Y, U, V. For two 
words W and W, let us define W ^  W ii W can be transformed into W by a 
finite number of replacements of subwords of length two of the following kinds. 
AXi—^BY, CX^DY, AU^-^BV. (2.2.3) 
Clearly '~ ' is an equivalance relation on words. Let H be the set of ^-equivalence 
classes and let w denotes the class of word W & H. The multiplication in H induces 
a multiplication in H that makes H into a semigroup. The classes a,b,---eHoi 
A,B,- • • now satisfy ax = by, ex = dy and au = bv. But we don't have cu = dv E H. 
Since the word CU simply cannot be transformed into DV. The only thing that 
remains to be verified is the fact that H does satisfy both of the cancellation laws. 
Let us say that a word H is reduced if it does not contain a subword AX, CX or 
AU. Using the forward transformations in (2.2.3), it is clear that any word W E H 
is ^-equivalent to a unique reduced word. Equipped with this knowledge, let us 
now prove the left cancellation law: 
WWi = W'W2 € H ^ Wi = 11)2 E H. 
We may assume that w, Wi and W2 are classes of reduced words W, Wi and W2. If 
WWi and WW2 are both reduced, then have WWi = WW2; hence WI = W2E7! 
and Wi = W2 E H. 
Now assume, WW\ is not reduced. Let us examine a typical case, say, 
W = • •• LA, Wi = XMiNi ••• .In this case, the class wwi is represented by the re-
duced word • • • LBYMiNi ••• . If VF2 did not start with X or U, then WW2 is already 
reduced and it is not • • • LBYMiNi •••, which contradicts wwi — WW2. If W2 starts 
with U, then 'WW2 is given by a reduced word of the form • • • LBV ••• , still contra-
dicting wwi = WW2. Thus, we must have W2 = XM2N2 ••• , so that 1^102 is given by 
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the reduced word • • • LBYM2N2 ••• • But then we must have MiNi--- = M2N2 ••• , 
which imphes that Wi = W2 ^ H and hence Wi =^ W2 E H. The other cases are 
similarly dealt with and the right cancellation law can be proved in the same manner. 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let R be the semigroup algebra kH, where / / is as in Proposition 
2.2.1, and k is any domain. Then i2 is a domain and R cannot be embedded into 
any division ring. 
Proof It suffices to prove that i? is a domain. Suppose that there is an equation 
C^ aiWi){Y, a'jw'j) = 0 G i? (2.2.4) 
i J 
where aj / 0 7^  a'j and the Wi's (resp. Wj's) are given by different reduced words 
Wi's (resp W/s). Note that the length of an element in H is well defined,, since 
the transformations allowed in (2.2.3) are all length preserving. We may, therefore, 
assume that words Wi (resp. Wj ) have the same length. (If otherwise, we just 
replace J2^ aiWi by the subsum given by the terms of longest length and do the same 
for V . ajw'j). In order to cancel out the class wiw'-^, we must have Wiw'i = Wiw'j for 
some i 7^  1, j ^ 1-
Since Wi ^ Wi and they have the same length, the only way for Wiw'i = Wiw'j 
to be possible is that we have 
Wi=K---LA, W[ = XMN • • • 
Wi = K---LB, W^ = YMN---
But then on the L.H.S of (2.2.4) above, we have a term aia'jWiw'j corresponding to 
the reduced word K • • • LAYMN • • • which clearly cannot be cancelled out by any 
other term, a contradiction. 
Proposition 2.2.2 If 5 is a multiphcative subset of a ring R, then there exists an 
S inverting homomorphism e from R to some ring, denoted by Rs, with the following 
universal property: 
For any S'-inverting homomorphism a: R^ R', R' a. ring there exists a unique 
ring homomorphism f : Rs ^ R' such that a = / o e. 
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Proof Fix a presentation of R by generators and relations. For each s G 5, adjoin 
a new generator s* and two additional relations ss* = 1, s*s = 1, where s is an 
element in the free Z-algebra that maps to s in the given presentation. The new 
set of generators and relations defines a ring Rs, along with a ring homomorphism 
e : R ^ Rs- For each s G 5 the image of s* in Rs provides an inverse for e(s), 
so e{S) Q U(Rs)- The asserted universal property of e follows quickly from the 
definition of Rs-
Remark 2.2.1 Contrary to the commutative case, the universal S inverting ring 
Rs may be the zero ring, even though Ry^O and 0 ^ S. 
Example 2.2.2 Let R = M„(A;) (n > 2), where k is a. non zero ring, and let 
S be the multiplicative set {l,£^ii} where Eij denote the matrix units. Being an 
ideal in R, the kernel oi e : R ^ Rs has the form Mn{U), where U is an ideal in k 
(cf Theorem 3.1, [41]). But EJ1E22 = 0 implies that £"22 G Kere, so we have 1 eU, 
i.e. U = k. Therefore, e is the zero map and Rs — (0) (Here, R is not a domain. 
But even when i? is a domain, Rs may still be equal to (0)). 
Every domain can not be embedded in a division ring. There are some special 
classes of domains that have been proved to be embeddable. For instance we have 
the following nice results due to Lam [43]. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Any right noetherian domain can be embedded in a division 
ring. In particular, any PRID (principal right ideal domain) can be embedded in a 
division ring. 
Proof can be followed by Theorem 2.4.1. 
Theorem 2.2.3 A domain A has a division hull iff A can be embedded in a division 
ring. 
Remark 2.2.2 
(z) Two division hulls of a domain A are regarded as the same if they are 
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isomorphic over A. 
(zi) A has infinitely many mutually different division hulls. 
Clearly a domain A = C <u,v >, the free algebra on two generators u, v over 
any field C. It is by no means clear that C < u,v > can be embedded in a division 
ring. Since C < u,v > is neither left nor right noetherian, Theorem 2.2.2 does 
not apply directly. In order to get embeddings of C < u,v > into division rings, 
we shall make crucial use of Hilbert's skew polynomial rings. We know that for 
any ring K equipped with an endomorphism a, the skew polynomial ring K[x] a] 
consists of left polynomials of the form ^ ajX' (cj G K) which are multiplied us-
ing Hilbert's twist xa = a{a)x (for every a £ K). The following basic fact will prove. 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let a : K -^ K he an injective endomorphism of the ring K and 
let R = K[x; a]. If {ti : i G 1} C K are right hnearly independent over (j{K). Then 
{Ux : ^  G / } C i?jj are right linearly independent over R. 
Proof Suppose ^ ^ {Ux)fi = 0 where fi E R are almost all zero. Write 
ft = Z)j (^tj^^ {o.i3 ^ ^)- Then 
Therefore for each j , we have ^ ^ izO-(ajj) = 0, and so o"(ajj) = 0 for all i,j. Since a 
is injective, it follows that /j = ^ a^jX^ — 0 for all i. 
If if is a division ring, then any endomorphism a : K ^ K is automatically 
injective, from which one can see easily that K[x; a] is a domain. In addition, the 
usual Euclidean algorithm argument can be used to show that K[x; a] is a PLID. 
Therefore, we have from Theorem 2.2.2: 
Corollary 2.2.1 If a is an endomorphism of a division ring K, then i^[x;a] can 
be embedded in a division ring. 
Therefore to embed C < u,v > into a division ring, we might try to 
embed it first into K[x] a] where K is a, division ring (or even a field). This will be 
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accomplished with the help of the following observations. 
Lemma 2.2.3 [Jategaonkar's Lemma] Suppose o, b are two elements in a ring 
R that are right linearly independent over R. Let C C R he any nonzero subring 
whose elements commute with a and b. Then the subring of R generated by a, b 
over C is a free C-ring on a, b. 
Proof If a,b are not free over C, choose a nonconstant polynomial 
f{x,y) e C < x,y > of the least degree n such that f{a,b) = 0. Express / in 
the form a + xg{x, y) + yh{x, y) {a € C), where g{x, y) ^ 0. From 
0 = f{a, b)b = a{g(a, b)b) + b{a + /i(a, b)b,) (2.2.4) 
we see that g{a, b)b = 0. Now write g in the form (5 + xp{x, y) + yq{x, y) (/? e C). 
Then we have 
deg g <n~ 1, degp<n — 2, degq<n — 2, (2.2.5) 
and 
0 = g{a, b)b = a{p{a, b)b) + b{(5 + q{a, b)b). (2.2.6) 
The latter implies that p{x,y)y and (3 + q{x,y)y are both satisfied by a,b. Using 
(2.2.5), we see that p{x,y) = q{x,y) = 0 and ^ = 0, contradicting g{x,y) y^ 0. 
Theorem 2.2.4 For n^m (both > 1), there does not exist a ring homomorphism 
/ : Dm -> Dn such that f o Cm = ^n (so that Dn and Dm give essentially different 
division hulls oi C < u,v >). 
Proof Suppose / exists. Applying it to equation 
{em{urhm{v)r = em{v)em{u)-' G Dm (2.2.7) 
we get 
{er.{u)-'en{v)r = €n{v)eM'' = Mu)-'en{v)f e Dn. (2.2.8) 
Since en{u)-hn{v) = x'Hx in Dn, (2.2.8) gives T""' = 1 G D„, a contradiction. 
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The embeddability of (7 < u, w > in a division ring is an important fact, even 
though there is no uniqueness in such an embedding. Recalhng that any free algebra 
C < X > with X countable can be embedded in C < M, i^  > (cf Example 1.2, [41]), 
we see that such C < X > can be embedded in a division ring. By a different 
method, Lam [43] have in fact shown that C < X > can be embedded in a division 
ring, for any set X and any division ring C. 
The following theorem is due to Robinson [60]. 
Theorem 2.2.5 If a domain R can be embedded in a direct product of division 
rings Di [i E I), then R can be embedded in a division ring. 
For developing the proof of the theorem we need the following result that can 
be found in [41]. 
Lemma 2.2.4 A ring R is strongly regular iff it is von Neumann regular and 
reduced. Such a ring is always a subdirect product of division rings. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.2.5 Let ^ = Hi A and write each element x € P in 
the form (xj)ie/. For such x E P, we define an element x* = (xDi^j G F by x* = 0 
if Xj = 0 and x* = Xj~Mf Xj 7^  0. Also we define 
f/x = {(ai)zG/ I Vz G / , Xi 7^  0 = > ai = 0} (2.2.9)} 
Clearly, U^ is an ideal in P (infact, Ux = IR{X) = r/j(x)) and we have 
1 - XX* G Ux (2.2.10), 
iUx + Uy + ... + U,)xy...z = 0 (2.2.11) 
viewing i? as a subring of P, let U = Yl^x, where x ranges over P\{0}. Then 
U y^ P, for otherwise 1 G Ux + Uy + ... + U^ iov suitable x,y,z...,E P\{0} and 
(2.2.11) would give xy...z = 0, contradicting the fact that P is a domain. Since 
each Di is strongly regular so are P = f] • Dj and P/U and hence there exists a ring 
homomorphism / from P to a suitable division ring D, with / ( [ / ) = 0. Now for any 
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X e R\{0}, (2.2.10) implies that 
0 = / ( I - XX*) = 1 - fix) fix*), so fix) ^OeD. 
Therefore / | R gives the desired embedding of R into a division ring. 
Corollary 2.2.2 If a domain R can be embedded in a strongly regular ring R', 
then R can be embedded in a division ring. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2.4, R' is a subdirect product of a family of division rings 
A ii ^ I)- In particular R' (and hence R) can be embedded into Wi^iDi. Since R 
is a domain, Theorem 2.2.5 imphes that R can be embedded in a division ring. 
2.3 Ore localizations 
In this section we present a general introduction to the theory of rings of 
quotients in the setting of non commutative rings. We continue to write S for a 
multiplicative set in a ring R, so we have S.S C S, 1 ^ S and 0 ^ S. The ring 
Rs receiving the universal 5-inverting homomorphism e : R ^ Rs is too difficult 
to work with, since elements of Rs which are sums of words in €(r) and eis)'^ have 
very complicated forms like e(r)e(s)~-^ + e(s') + e(r")e(s")~'^, where r, r', r" G R and 
s, s', s" e S and we have httle control over Kere. Introducing some additional con-
ditions on S we can form simpler classical ring of fractions. The following definition 
due to Lam [43] sets forth the features of the kind of classical ring of fractions we 
would like to form. 
Definition 2.3.1 (Ring of quotients or ring of fractions) A ring R' is said to 
be a right ring of quotients or right ring of fractions (with respect to multiplicative 
set S C R) if there is given ring homomorphism ip : R-> R' such that 
(a) i) is 5-inverting 
(b) Every element of R' has the form V'(a)V'(s)"'^  for some a e R, s e S. 
(c) Kertjj = {r € i? : rs = 0 for some s G 5} 
Analogously we can define a left ring of quotients or left ring of fractions. 
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Remark 2.3.1 Contrary to the situation with Rs (cf Example 2.2.1) we have 
always R' ^ 0 here in view of (c) 
Definition 2.3.2 (Right permutable or Right Ore set) A multiplicative set 
S C R is said to be right permutable if for any a E R and s E S, aS D sR ^ ij}. S is 
also known as right Ore set. 
Definition 2.3.3 (Right reversible) S is said to be right (left) reversible if for 
a E R,s'a — 0 {as' = 0) for some s' G S, then as = 0 (sa = 0). 
Definition 2.3.4 (Right denominator) If the multiplicative set S{C R) is both 
right permutable and right reversible, then S is called a right denominator set. 
Definition 2.3.5 (Divisor set) Let R be any ring and S C R, a multiphcative 
set of regular elements. Then S is said to be a right (left) divisor set if 5 is a right 
(left) permutable set. 
We come now to the first major result in this section, which is due to Ore, 
Asano and others. Ore started the investigation of noncommutative localization in 
the early 1930s by proving the theorem below for R a domain and S = i?\{0}. 
Asano and others extended Ore's theory to more general rings. 
Theorem 2.3.1 The ring R has a right ring of quotients with respect to S if and 
only if 5* is a right denominator set. 
Proof Let R has a right ring of quotients Rs wrt S . Then by Definition 2.3.1(a) 
ijj is S-inverting. Write ^(s)'^'0(a) = •0(r)t/;(s')~-^ for r G R; s' G 5. Multiplying 
both side by IJJ{S) from left i){s)il){s)~^il){a) = 'ip{s)jp{r)ip{s')~^we get 
ip{a) = il'{s)ip{r)'ip{s')'^ i.e ip{a)i}j{s') = •^(s)V^(r) then we have ^p{as') = tplsr) 
=^ ip{as') - ip{sr) = {) ^  i/j{as' - sr) = 0 i.e as' - sr e Kertp this implies that 
{as' - sr)s" = 0 for some s" e S ^ as's" - srs" = 0 ^ as's" — srs" but as's" is an 
element of a^ and srs" is an element of si? => as's" -srs" E aSdsR^ aSCisR^^ 
=^ 5 is right permutable. 
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Let s'a = 0 ioi a € R and s' G 5 . Then '(p{s'a) = -0(0) i.e ip{s')x/j(a) = 0 since 
i'is') is invertible in Rs, so it follows that tli{a) = 0. Thus a G Kertp. By Definition 
2.3.1(c) as = 0 for some s E S, showing that S is right reversible. Hence 5 is a right 
denominator set. 
Conversely assume that 5 is a right denominator set and construct a right ring 
of quotients denoted by RS~^. Since elements of RS~^ will be right fractions of the 
form as~^{a G i?, s G -S), we start the construction by working with Rx S. We 
define a relation ~ on i? x S as follows: 
(o, s) ~ (a', s') (in i? x 5) iff there exist 
b,b' eR such that sb = s'b' and ab = a'b' G R (2.3.1) 
Intuitively, the condition means that after we blow up s and s' to the common 
denominator sb = s'b' G S, the numerators ab and a'6' are the same. Notice that 
although sb = s'b' G 5, 6 and b' themselves need not belong to S. 
We claim that ~ is an equivalence relations on RxS. Reflexivity and symmetry 
need no verification, so let us just prove transitivity. Assume that (a, s) ~ (a', s') as 
in (2.3.1) and also that (a', s') ~ (a", s"), so that we have c,c' e R with s'c = s"c' G 5" 
and a'c = a"c' G i?. Prom {s'c)Sr]{s'b')R ^ 0, there exist r e Randte S such that 
5'6V = s'ct G S*. Using right reversibility, we have b'rt' = ctt' for some t' G S. Now 
s6r = s'6V = s"dt G 5 
=^ s{hrt') = s"ic'tt') e 5 
=> a{brt') = o'6V '^ = a'ctt' = a"{c'tt'). 
So we have checked that {a^s) ~ {a",s"). In (2.3.1), if we let b' = 1, we see that 
(a, s) ~ {ab, sb) as long as sb G 5. therefore, we can think of ~ as the best equiv-
alence relation which identifies {a,s) with {ab,sb) (Va E R, s G S, sb ^ S). This 
remark enables us to work with ~ very efficiently. We need a notation for the 
equivalence class of {a,s). In anticipation of our goal, we write a/s or as~^ for this 
equivalence class. The set of all equivalence classes will be denoted by RS~^; of 
course as~^ is so for only a formal expression in RS~^. To define addition in RS~^, 
we observe that any two fractions ai/si, 02/52 can be brought to a common denom-
inator. More formally, from siS H S2R 7^  0, we get elements r e R, s e S such that 
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S2r — SiS G S, so now ai/si = ais/sis and 03/52 = a2r/s2r. We can then define 
ai/si + 02/52 = (flis + 02^)/^ where t = SiS — S2r. (2.3.2) 
After showing that this is a well defined binary operation on RS~^, one can go 
ahead to show that (RS~^, +) is an additive group, with zero element o/l. We 
shall not present the details here, but note quickly that V(o) = a/l gives a group 
homomorphism ijj : R^ RS"^ with 
Keri) = {a^R: (a, 1) ~ (0,1)} = (a e i? : os = 0 for some s G 5}, (2.3.3) 
We also note in passing that, in connection with (2.3.2), any finite number of 
fractions can be bought to a common denominator, by using the permutability 
property together with induction. So far we have used the permutability condition 
( Definition 2.3.2) only in the case when both a and s are in 5". We shall need the 
full version of Definition 2.3.2 in the next step, when we try to define multiplication 
on RS~^. In order to multiply ai/si with 02/52, we use siRr\a2S 7^  0 to find r ^ R. 
and 5 e 5 such that Sir = a2S. Then we define 
(ai/5i)(a2/52) = (air)/(s25) (2.3.4) 
keeping in mind that {aiS^^){a2S2~^) should be 
0'i{si^a2)s2~^ = ai(r5~-^)s2~^ = air(s2s)"^ 
again, one can check that (2.3.4) gives a well defined multiplication on RS'^ and 
finally that (i?5'~\+, x) is a ring. Note that 1/1 is the multipficative identity in 
RS~^ and that the map -0 defined just before (2.3.3) is clearly a ring homomorphism 
from R to RS'^. Also 1/s (s G S) is the inverse of ^(s) = s/1, so ^ is S inverting. 
Finally, we see easily that a/s — ip{a)'(lj{s)~^. By (2.3.3) we have now shown that 
RS~^ is a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S, completing the proof. 
Corollary 2.3.1 If S is a right denominator set, then ip : R -^ RS~^ is a 
universal S-inverting homomorphism. In particular, there is a unique isomorphism 
g : Rs ^ RS~^ such that goe = ip, where e : i? -)• Rg. 
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Proof It suffices to prove the first statement. Let a : R -^ T he any S-inverting 
homomorphism. We define / : RS'^ -> T by 
f{a/s) = a{a)a{s)-^ {a e R, se S). (2.3.5) 
li b e R is such that sb e S, then a{s)a{b) = a(sb) is a unit in T, so a{b) is 
also a unit in T, but then a{ab)a{sb)~^ = a{a)a{b)a{b)~^a{s)~^ = a{a)a{s)~^. 
This shows that / : RS'^ -^ T is well defined. Prom (2.3.2) and (2.3.5), we can 
show easily that f is a ring homomorphism, with f o ip = a. Finally, f as defined 
in (2.3.5) is clearly the only homomorphism from RS~^ to T satisfying f otp = a, 
since a/s = ip{a)ip{s)~^ G RS~^. 
Of course, we also have the notion of left permutability, left reversibihty and 
left denominator set. If 5 is a left denominator set, then we can obtain a left ring 
of quotients or left ring of fractions of R with respect to S, denoted by S~^R. From 
Corollary 2.3.1 and its corresponding left version, we deduce the following result: 
Corollary 2.3.2 If both RS'^ and S-^R exist, then RS'^ ^ S-'^R (^ Rs) over 
R. 
2.4 Right Ore rings and domains 
To begin this section, let us consider some particular choices of the multiplicative 
set SCR. 
I If S is central in R, then S is clearly both a left and right denominator set 
and we can safely identify S~^R with RS~^. We speak of S~^R = RS'^ as a 
"Central localization" of R. In this case, we have infact RS~^ = RiS)c CS~^, 
where C is center of R. 
II If S consists only of regular elements of R, then S is clearly left and right 
reversible. 
Ill Let S be the multiplicative set of all regular elements. We say that i? is a 
right Ore ring if and only if S is right-permutable, if and only if RS~'^ exists 
by virtue of II. In this case we speak of RS~^ as the (total) classical right ring 
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of quotients of R and denote it by Q[i{R). The left analogues of these notions 
are defined similarly. If R is both left and right Ore, then we shall say that R 
is an Ore ring, in this case Qli{R) = Qd{R) by Corollary 2.3.2. For instance, 
if 5 C U{R), set of all invertible elements of R,{R is called a classical ring), 
then R is clearly an Ore ring with Qli{R) = Q''ci{R) = R- In particular any 
von Neumann regular ring is an Ore ring. Any commutative ring R is an Ore 
ring, by virtue of I. 
IV Let R be a domain and S = -R\{0}. In this case, the right permutable condition 
(Definition 2.3.2) on S may be re-expressed in the equivalent form 
aRnbR^iO) fora,beR\{0} (2.4.1) 
is (right) Ore condition on R. Thus the domain R is right (resp. left) Ore if 
and only if R satisfies the right (resp. left) Ore condition. 
Remark 2.4.1 Any division ring is an Ore domain. 
Definition 2.4.1 (Right order) Let R C Q he rings. We say that R is a right 
order in Q if 
(i) every regular element of R is a unit in Q. 
[ii) every element of Q has the form as~^, where a & R and s is a regular element 
ofR. 
Left orders are defined similarly. If R is both a left and right order in Q, we shall 
simply say R is an order in Q. 
Using this terminology, Lam [43] deduced the following result: 
Proposit ion 2.4.1 The ring R is right ore if and only if it is a right order in some 
ring Q. In this case, Q = Q^iiR) over R. If moreover, R is a domain, then Q is a 
division ring and up to a unique R-isomorphism it is the only division hull of R. 
Theorem 2.4.1 (Goldie [23]) For any domain R, the following are equivalent: 
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(i) R is right Ore domain. 
(M) u.dim(i?i?) = 1 
(m) u.dini(i?ij) < oo 
where u.dim(i?fl) denotes the uniform dimension of RR. 
Proof (i) <^ (ii) ^ (iii) are obvious . We finish by showing that {in) =4> (i). 
Assume that there exist a,b e R\{0} such that aRnbR = (0). Following A. Goldie, 
we show that {d^b : z > 0} are right jR-hnearly independent. Indeed if X j^>o ci^bri — 0 
where ri G R are almost all zero, then 
bro + a{bri + abr2 + ...) = 0 => ro = 0 and 
bri + abr2 + ... = 0. 
Repeating this argument, we see that all ri = 0. Therefore, R contains ®iyod^bR 
(a free right module of countably infinite rank), so we have u.dim(i2;^) = oo. 
Note that the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a special feature for domains and 
is false in general even for semisimple rings. For instance, if R is direct product of 
m division rings, then u.dim(i?i^) = m, which can be any positive integer. 
Corollary 2.4.1 If i? is a right noetherian domain, then R is right Ore. In 
particular, Qli{R) exists and it is the unique division hull of R. 
Proof The noetherian module RR cannot contain an infinite direct sum of nonzero 
submodules. 
Corollary 2.4.2 If every finitely generated right ideal of a domain R is principal, 
then R is right Ore. 
Proof Assume that aRObR = 0 where a,b e R\{0}. Choose c e R such that 
cR = aR ® bR. Then c = ar + bs and b — cd for suitable r,s,d E R. Right 
multiplying the former equation by d, we get b = ard + bsd, so rd = 0. This imphes 
that r = 0, so c = bs and hence cR = bR, contradicting a^O. 
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Such a domain is known as Bezout domain. 
Proposition 2.4.2 If a domain R is not an Ore domain, then R contains a copy 
of the free algebra C < xi,X2,... > where C is the center of R. 
Proof Since R is not right Ore. Then there exist a,b ^ RR that are right i?-linearly 
independent. Jategaonkar's Lemma 2.2.3 then imphes that the ring generated by 
a, b over C is isomorphic to C < a;, y >. It follows from (Example 1.2, [41]) that the 
ring generated by a,ab,ab'^,... over C is isomorphic to C < Xi,X2,xs... >. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4.2 
Corollary 2.4.3 If a domain R is a, Pl-algebra over a field K, then R is an Ore 
domain. 
Example 2.4.1 Let R = ZG where G is a group and S = Z\{0}. It is easy to 
see that QG, where Q is field of rational numbers is a right ring of fractions of R 
with respect to S. Therefore, the central localization RS~^ gives a ring naturally 
isomorphic to QG. Similarly, if R is the ring of quaternions a + bi + cj + dk where 
a,b,c,d e Z and S = Z\{0}, then RS~^ is the ring of all rational quaternions. In 
this case, in fact, RS~^ = Qdi^)^ since it is a division ring. 
/ Z Z \ Example 2.4.2 Let i? = ( „ I . First choose T = {n.I : O^n eZ}. Using 
the method in Example 2.4.1, we see easily that the central localization RT~^ gives 
the ring Q — i^ !r J . It is easy to see that any regular element of /? is a unit in 
Q. Therefore, R is an order in Q and Q = Qci{R) = Qdi^)- ^^ particular, R is an 
Ore ring. Next, let us consider the multiplicative set 
whose elements are not necessarily regular. Using the homomorphism (p : R^ Q 
defined by (p i ^ j = a, it is easy to check that Q is a right ring of fractions of 
R with respect to S. Therefore, RS"^ exists and is isomorphic to Q. (The "Ore 
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localization") here kills precisely all matrices of the form I ))• On the other 
hand ( „ A ) is killed by I „ „ j G 5 on the right, but for any ( | G 5 : 
(o9ej)=(:o)^o. 
Therefore S is not left reversible, so S'^R does not exist. 
Example 2.4.3 For a fixed prime p, let Zp denote Z/pZ and let i? = I „ y ) • 
Proceeding as in the above example, let T be the central multiplicative set 
{n.I : n e Z, p-\ n} 
(Of course, n.I here means I „ - ) •) The central localization RT~^ gives the 
ring 
Q Z(p) 
^p ^vj 
where Z(p) denotes the localization of Z at the prime ideal (p). (Note that Z(p) = 
Z(p)/pZ(p) is a Z(p)-module.) We can check easily that the multiplicative set of 
regular elements of R is 
^ = { ( ^ z) ' Pt^'^^OeZ,} 
and that these elements are units in Q. Therefore, R is an order in Q and 
Q — Qlii^) — Qdi^)- ^^  particular, R is an Ore ring. This fact can be checked 
fx 0\ directly as follows. To see that 5 is a right permutable, consider any s = ( ] ^ ^ 
and G = I ] E R. We can show that aSHsR^f/ihy solving the special matrix 
equation 
(u 0\ fx 0\ _ fx Q\ fu 0 \ 
\y wj yO zj \y z) \n wj ' 
This amounts to a single equation ux = yu + zn, which has a unique solution n G Zp 
since z is a unit in Zp. The fact that S is left permutable can be proved similarly. 
For later reference, let us note the following three additional properties of R : 
(1) For s£R, 1R(S) = 0 => S G S. 
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(2) The element ^ = ( Q J J has rR(t) = 0, but t 0 S. 
(3) For t as above and a= \^ „ j , we have aSr\tR = ill. 
To see (1), let s = ( 1 ^ 5". If p\x, I . „ 1 s = 0. If p\x, we must have 
z = 0, in which case ( _ I s = 0. For (2), note that t { I = ( I is 
y—y xj ^ ^ \y wj yv wj 
zero only if M = 0 G Z and v = w — 0 eZp. For (3), assume there is an equation 
This leads to a; = pu, a contradiction 
K K[x 
0 K[x] Example 2.4.4 Let R= (^ ^ M ) , where K is a field. The multiplicative set 
of regular elements of R is 
It can be easily check that i? is a right order in Q = I „ r>'/ \ ) • Therefore, 
Q[i{R) = RS"^ = Q. On the other hand, Q\i{R) does not exists, as S turns out 
to be not left permutable. For a = ( ^  ^ ) € i? and s = ( „ j G 5, a direct 
calculation shows that SaHRs = 0. Therefore, the ring R is right Ore but not left 
Ore. Although every regular element of R becomes invertible in Q, the equation 
/O x~'^\ Sa n Rs = 0 translate into the fact that as ^ = I „ ^ \ £ Q cannot be written 
in the form of t'^r with r E R and t a regular element of R. therefore, Q is.not a 
left ring of quotients of R with respect to 5. 
It is well known that twisted polynomial rings provide a rich source of examples 
of rings which exhibit different left and right behaviour. 
Let a be an endomorphism of a division ring R and S = R[x; a]. Then 5 is a 
PLID in particular, it is left Ore by Corollary 2.4.1 and Corollary 2.4.2. If a{R) ^ R 
say t e R\a{R), then [l,t] C R are right linearly independent over a{R). By 
Lemma 2.2.2 [x,tx] are right linearly independent over S, so S is not right Ore 
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(and hence not right noetherian). On the other hand, if CT{R) = R, then every left 
polynomial ^ aix^ G 5 is also a right polynomial and we can think of 5 as a ring of 
twisted right polynomials over R (with the twist rule ax = xa~^{a) for a e /?). In 
this case 5 is a PRID and hence right noetherian and right Ore. 
More generally, we can start with any domain R and try to find out when a 
twisted polynomial ring of the type S = R[x; a] is left Ore. We have the following 
result obtained by Lam [43]. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Let a be an injective endomorphism of a domain R and let 
S = R[x;a]. If i? is left Ore, then so is 5. The converse hold if a is an automorphism. 
Proof. We begin by noting that the injectivity of a guarantees that S is also 
a domain. Assume S is left Ore and let a, 6 G -R\{0}. Then fa = gh for suitable 
fg G 'S'\{0}. Considering the leading coefficients of both sides, we obtain an equation 
C(7"(a) = da'^{h) for some c, c? G i?\{0} and n > 0. If a is an automorphism we can 
apply 0""" to get Raf\Rh^ 0, so R is left Ore. 
Conversely assume R is left Ore. Let K be the (unique) division ring of fractions 
of R. We can extend a uniquely to an endomorphism of K by defining aos"^ = 
a{a)as~^. Therefore, we can form K[x;(j\ ^ R[X\G\ = S. Since /f[x;cr] is a PLID, 
it is left Ore by Corollary 2.4.1. Let Q be the division ring Q^^{K\x;a\). In view 
of proposition 2.4.1, it suffices to show that S is left order in Q. We have already 
S'\{0} C U{Q). Next, each element of Q has the form f~^g, where 
0 7 ^ / = ^ aix\ 9 = ^ kx\ tti, bi G K. 
Choose a suitable common dennominator s G -R\{0} such that Oj = s~^Ci, bi = 
s~^di (ci,di G R). Then 
If J is a derivation of the domain R, we can form the domain R[x; 5] = (X) CLIX'^) 
using the law xa = ax + 6{a) for all a £ R. If i? is left Ore, with division ring of 
fractions K, we can again extend 5 (uniquely) to a derivation on K by defining; 
S{as-^) = 6(a)s-^ - as-^5{s)s-^ {aeR;0^seR) 
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The same proof used in Theorem 2.4.2 (with the couple of minor modification) 
yields the following analogue. 
Theorem 2.4.3 Let 5 be a derivation on the domain R. Then the differential 
polynomial domain S = R[x; S] is a left Ore if and only if R is left Ore. 
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CHAPTER III 
Maximal rings of quotients 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the study of maximal rings of quotients based on the 
work of Utumi, Findlay and Lambek. 
In 1956 Utumi [67] defined maximal ring of quotients of a ring as follows: Let 
Q be an over ring of a ring R. Then Q is said to be a right ring of quotients of R if 
RR is a dense submodule of QR. The maximal right ring of quotients of R denoted 
by Q^rnaxi^) ^^  the largest right ring of quotients of R. Analogously maximal left 
ring of quotients of R can be defined. There are examples of rings R with over rings 
Q such that Q strictly contains the classical ring of quotients of i?, but still Q may 
be viewed as a kind of general ring of quotients of R. This leads us to the Findlay, 
Utumi, Lambek theory of maximal rings of quotients. 
Utumi [67] showed that the maximal right ring of quotients always exists. 
In case i? is a commutative domain with quotient field K, we have of course 
Qli(R) = Qlnaxi^) = ^- Theorem 3.2.3 due to Lam [43] gives a sufficient con-
dition for Qlnaxi^) to be equal to Qli{R) in case Q[i{R) exists. 
Another point of view about maximal ring of quotients is given by Lambek [48]. 
He related the maximal ring of quotients theory with injective modules and pointed 
out that the maximal ring of quotients could be interpreted as the bicommutator of 
the injective envelope of R. 
In section 3.3 some properties of semiprime rings are discussed which are crucial 
for the developement of the next section. 
After discussing maximal rings of quotients, it is natural to include an intro-
duction to the idea of Martindale rings of quotients of a ring. This kind of ring 
of quotients was introduced by Martindale [51] for prime rings in 1969 and by 
Amitsur [3] for semiprime rings in 1972. A more precise term for such rings of 
quotients is Martindale-Amitsur rings of quotients or two sided Martindale rings of 
quotients. Proposition 3.4.1 due to Lam characterize QriR), Martindale right ring 
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of quotients. It completes section 3.4. 
3.2 Alternate descriptions of maximal rings of quotients 
The multiplicative set T is a two sided divisor set if it is both right and left di-
visor and in this case RT'^ = T~^R. Lanning [48] proved that thare is a maximuj.^ .^-
two sided divisor set. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let i? be a ring. If U and V are right (left) divisor sets in R. 
Then so is the multiplicatively closed set generated by them. Moreover, i? has a 
maximum right (left) (two sided) divisor set. 
Proof Let W be the multiphcatively closed set generated by right divisor sets U 
and V. Clearly every element of W is regular and iG ly so ly is multiplicative 
set. Let w e W and r e R. We will show that there exist w' e W and r' G 7? 
such that wr' — rw'. We prove this by induction on the minimum number n of 
nontrivial factors from U in the expression for w. If n = 0, then w is an element 
of the denominator set V so we are done. Thus assume that n > 0. Then we can 
write w = xuv, where x eW, it can be expressed using n - 1 factors from U and 
u & U, V e V. By the inductive hypothesis there exist x' e W and r'" G R such 
that xr'" = rx'. Because U is a. right denominator set there exist u' eU such that 
ur" = r"'u' and then because ^ is a right denominator set there exist v' eV and 
r' e R such that vr' = r"v'. Setting w' = x'u'v' eW we have 
wr' — xuvr' = xur"v' = xr"'u'v' — rx'u'v' = rw' 
as required. 
An analogous proof works for left denominator sets. Thus if T is the multiplica-
tively closed set generated by all right (left) (two-sided) denominator sets, then T 
is a right (left) (two-sided) denominator set and it is clear that it is the maximum 
one. 
If T is the maximum two-sided divisor set of the ring i?, then we define 
Qd{R) = RT~^ to be the maximal symmetric Ore localization or maximal classical 
ring of quotients of R. 
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Utumi [67] defined maximal right (left) ring of quotients as follows: 
Definition 3.2.1 (Maximal right ring of quotients) Let Q be an over ring of 
a ring R, then Q is said to be a right ring of quotients of R (general right ring of 
quotient) if RR is a dense submodule of QR {RR C^ QR). The maximal right ring of 
quotients of R is the largest right ring of quotients of R, written as Q^^ — Q^maxi^)-
Analogously one can define the maximal left ring of quotients of R, written as 
The following example shows that QliiR) is a general right ring of quotients: 
Example 3.2.1 Let i? be a ring such that Qli{R) exists. Let x,y e Qli{R), then 
we can write x — as~^ and y — bs~^ for a,b E R and s a regular element of R. Then 
ys = b e R and xs = a ^ 0 if x ^ 0. Hence Qli{R) is a right ring of quotients of R. 
Contrary to the situation of the right classical ring of quotients Qli(R), Utumi 
[67] proved that the maximal right ring of quotients always exists. 
The following result due to Lam [43] reflects the maximality of Q^maxi^)-
Theorem 3.2.2 Let T be any general right ring of quotients of a ring R and let 
Q = QL^xiR)- Then 
(i) There exists a unique ring homomorphism g : T -^ Q extending the identity 
map on R. 
[ii] The homomorphism g above is one-one. 
(in) The ring structure on Q is the only one extending the /E-module structure on 
QR. 
Proposition 3.2.1 For right i?-modules N C M, the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) N Q M. 
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(u) HomR{M/N, E{M)) = 0, where E{M) is the injective hull of M. 
(iii) For any submodule P such that N CP C M, HomR{P/N, M) = 0. 
Proof (i) => {a). Assume that there exists a nonzero i?-homomorphism 
f:M^ E{M) with f{N) = 0. Then M n / (M) ^ 0 so there exists a;,y G M\{0} 
such that /(y) = x. By (i) there exists r e i? with a:r 7^  0 and yr G A^ . But then 
0 = /(y*^) = /(y) ' ' = '^'^1 9- contradiction. 
(ii) =4> {{%%). Suppose that, for some P as in (iii), there exists a nonzero R-
homomorphism g : P/N -^ M. By the injectivity of E(M), we can extend g to 
a (nonzero) M/N -> E{M). 
{Hi) =^ (i). Suppose that x.y^N = 0 for some y e M, x ^ M\{0}. We define 
/ : iV + yi? -4 M by 
f{n + yr) = xr {n & N, r £ R). 
This map is well defined, for, if n + yr = n' + yr' then n — n' = y{r' — r) £ N, 
hence x(r — r') = 0. Clearly / is an i?-homomorphism vanishing on N, so by (iii), 
0 = /(y) = x, a contradiction. 
Proposition 3.2.2 Let M be a right i?-module such that M C^ P. 
Then there exists a unique i?-homomorphism g : P -^ E{M) where 
E{M) = {i £ I \\f h £ H, h{M) = 0 => h{i) = 0} extending the inclusion 
map M M' E{M). This ^ is necessarily one-to-one. 
Proof Since M Cg P, the inclusion M ->• E(M) extends to an embedding 
g : P ^ E{M). Clearly M C^ 5(F) so by Theorem 1.3.1 g{P) C £(M). Now 
suppose gi,g2 • P —> E{M) both extend the inclusion map M —> E{M). Since 
M Cg P, the y-s are monomorphism. Consider the map / : gi{P) —>• E{M) defined 
by figiip)) = 9i{p) - g2{p) (p e P)- Since / (M) = 0 and M C^ E{M), we must 
have / = 0 by Proposition 3.2.1, so gi{p) = g2{p) for all p £ P. 
Proposition 3.2.3 Let M be an 7?-module containing the right regular module 
RR. Then RR C^ M if and only if RR Cg M and for every y e M, y~^R C^ i?;j. 
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Proof of the Theorem 3.2.2 By Proposition 3.2.2, there exist a unique R-
homomorphism g : T ^ E{R) = Q extending the identity map on R and g is one-
one. If we can show that g{t't) = g(t')g{t) for all t, t' G T, then clearly all three parts 
of the Theorem follow. Let h ^ H extend the i?-homomorphism E{R) —> E{R) given 
by left multiplication by g{t't) - g{t')g{t). For every r G t^^R := {x e R:tx e R} 
we have 
h{r) = (gift) - git')git))r 
= g{t'tr) ~ g{t')g{tr) 
= 9{t'){tr) - g{t'){tr) = 0 
Therefore, h{t-'^R) = 0. But RR C^ TR implies that r^R C^ RR 
(cf by Proposition 3.2.3) and hence by Proposition 3.2.1 h{R) = 0. In particu-
lar, 0 =/i(l) = ^(i't) - ^(O^W-
Corollary 3.2.1 (Lam [43]) If Qli{R) exists, then it has a unique embedding in 
the ring <5^(-^) extending the identity map on R. 
In case when i? is a commutative domain with quotient field K, we have, of 
course Qli{R) = Qliaxi^) — ^- The following example shows that in general, 
Qmaxi^) ^^y t»e bigger than Q^(i?), if the latter exists. 
Example 3.2.2 Let R be the ring of upper traingular n x n matrices over a 
semisimple ring k. Since R is artinian, all regular elements are units, so 
R = QliiR). On the other hand, E{RR) = Mn{k). We claim that RR C^ Mn{k). 
Once we have shown this, it will follow that Q^xi^) — ^nik) as rings, by Theorem 
3.2.2(iii). To show the denseness of R, let x = (xij), y = (yij) he n x n matrices, 
where x ^0. Choose s E R with last column (ai,..., UnY and all other columns zero. 
Clearly ys ^ R and, choosing (ai,..., a„) to be the f^ unit vector where Xij ^ 0 for 
some i, we also have %s 7^  0. This proves the claim that RR C^ M„(/i;). Similarly, 
it can be shown that RR Qd M„(A;). Since M„(fc) is also the injective hull of RR we 
deduce as before that <5Lx(^) = M„(A;), while Q^^{R) = R. 
The following result gives a sufficient condition for Q^naxi^) ^^ ^^ equal to 
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QliiR), in case QliiR) exists. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Suppose Qli{R) exists and every dense right ideal of the ring R 
contains a regular element. Then Q^axi^) = Qlii^)-
Proof We shall show that every q ^ Q = Ql^^{R) belongs to Q[i{R). Since 
RR ^d QR, so it follows that q'^R C^ R^ by Proposition 3.2.3. By hypothesis, 
q'^R contains a regular element s of R. Then a := qs ^ R. Since s G U{Qli{R)), 
we have q = as~^ G Qli{R), as desired. 
Corollary 3.2.2 If i? is a semiprime right Goldie ring, then Q^rnaxi^) = Qdi^) 
and this is a semisimple ring. 
Corollary 3.2.3 (SmsJl [64]) If i? is a commutative ring with AGO on annihilator 
ideals, then Q^^,{R) = Q'^{R). 
Proof By (Theorem(8.31)(l), [43]), every dense ideal of R contains a regular ele-
ment, so Theorem 3.2.3 applies. 
Recall that if a ring R is Ore, so that Qli{R) and Q'diR) both exist, then 
they are isomorphic over R. If R is also a domain, then Corollary 3.2.2 and 
(Corollary 11.20, [43]) implies that %(i?) = Q\^^{R) and Q[i{R) = Q L X ( ^ ) -
Moreover Ql^A^) = QLxiR) over R. 
Another point of view about the maximal ring of quotients was given by Lam-
bek [46]. He related the maximal ring of quotients theory with injective modules 
and pointed out that the maximal ring of quotients could be interpreted as the 
bicommutator of the injective envelope of R, as follows. 
Let / := E{R), the injective hull of the right regular module RR. 
Let H = End{lR) operating on the left of an ideal / of R. Furthermore, let 
Q — Endlnl), operating on the right of / . So we have that / =H IQ- The ring Q is 
referred to as the double commutant of R and by [46] we have that Q^maxi^) — Q-
This construction leads the following result: 
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Theorem 3.2.4 (Passman [55]) If R is right self injective, then Qliaxi^) — R 
In [43] Lam has given another description for Q^^{R) for any ring R in terms 
of dense right ideals of R. For this we need the following criterion for dense R-
submodules oi Q = Qlnaxi^)-
Proposition 3.2.4 An R submodule DR C QR is dense in QR if and only if for 
any he H, h(D) = 0 implies that h(l) = 0. 
Proof Assume first D C^Q and suppose h E H is such that h{D) = 0. Then 
h:Q^I = E{R) = E{Q) 
must be zero by Proposition 3.2.1. In particular, /t(l) = 0. Conversely, suppose 
h{D) = 0 => h{l) = 0, for any h E H. Let P be any right i2-module between D 
and Q. Any i?-homomorphism f : P -^ Q is the restriction of some h E. H,hy the 
injectivity of IR. Thus, if f{D) = 0, we have h{D) — 0 and so h(l) = 0. Therefore, 
f{P) = h{l.P) = h{\)P = 0. 
This shows that HomR{P/D, Q) = (0), so by Proposition 3.2.1, D C^Q, as desired. 
Proposition 3.2.5 Let D, D' be i?-submodules of QR such that D C^ Q. Then 
HomR{D,D') is isomorphic (as a group) to 
E = ED.D' :={qEQ:qDC D'}. 
In particular, End(DR) is isomorphic to the subring -ED.ZJ C Q and each i2-homomorphism 
from D to RR is given by left multiplication by a suitable q E Q. 
Proof Define ip : E -^ HomR{D,D') by ip{q){d) = qd where q E E and d E D. 
Clearly, il;{q) is a (right) i?-homomorphism. liil>{q) = 0, then qD = 0. Write q = h.l 
where h E H. Then 
h{D) = h{l.D) = {h.l)D = qD = 0. 
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Since D C^^ Q, Proposition 3.2.4 implies that q = h.l = 0. To show that ijj is onto, 
consider any / G HomR(D, D'). We may assume that / is the restriction of some 
h & H. Now let q = h.l e /. We claim that q E Q. Indeed, for every h' ^ H such 
that h'{R) = 0 we have 
{h'h){D) = h'{hD) = h'{f{D)) C h'D' C h'Q = 0. 
This implies 0 = (/i'/i)(l) = h'{q). Therefore, we have q ^Q and now 
f{d) - hid) = ih.l)d = qd = ^{q){d) 
for all d ^ D, so f = •0(g). In the case when D' = D, the map ip is clearly a ring 
homomorphism, this gives the last conclusion in the Proposition. 
Note that, in the above if we let R he a, commutative ring for which 
Q'nmxiR) = QdiR), Then Proposition 3.2.5 would give back ((2.16'), [43]). However 
Proposition 3.2.5 applies more generally to any ring R. With its help, we arrive at 
the following alternate description of Q^jnaxi^)-
Theorem 3.2.5 Qlnaxi^) can be identified as a ring whose elements are classes 
of i?-homomorphisms A ^ R where A is any dense right ideal of R. Two such 
7?-homomorphisms f : A -^ R, f : A' ^ R aie regarded to be in the same class 
if / = / ' on A n A'. The classes oi f : A -)• R and g : B -^ R are added by 
taking the class oif + g: ACiB-^R and they are multiplied by taking the class of 
fg:g-'{A)-^R. 
Proof To see that the description of multiplication is meaningful, note that since 
A ^d RR, the preimage g'^(A) is dense in B by Theorem 1.3.5 and hence dense 
in RR by Theorem 1.3.6(ii). Therefore fg : g~^{A) —> R does define a class. For 
q ^ Q, Theorem 1.3.5 also implies that q~^R C^ RR, so left multiplication by q gives 
a right i?-homomorphism q'^R-^ R. 
Conversely, for A C^ R^^ any R homomorphism f : A -^ R is given by left 
multiplication by a unique q E Q, according to Proposition 3.2.5. For such an 
element q, we have qA C R so A C q~^R. The remaining details are easy to proof. 
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Another important api)lication of Proposition 3.2.5 is given by the following 
result of Utumi [68] 
Theorem 3.2.6 Suppose R has a minimal dense right ideal D (i.e. R is right 
artinian). Then 
(i) DCD' for any right ideal D' C^ RR. 
(ii) D is an ideal of R containing the right socle soc{Rii). 
{in) QLzx(^) = EndiDn) as rings. 
Proof (i) follows from the result that DnD' C^ RR (By Theorem 1.3.6(i)). Consider 
any q E Q. Since D C^QR, Theorem 1.3.5 gives 
q-^D = {reR:qrED}Ca RR. 
By (i), we have D C q~^D, so qD C D. In particular, R.D C D so D is an ideal 
of R. Since D Cg (RR), any minimal right ideal of R is contained in D; hence 
SOC{RR) C D. Finally Proposition 3.2.5 gives (hi). 
Corollary 3.2.4 Let Rhea right Kasch ring. Then Q'^rrmxi^) — R- {^^ particular, 
if i? is a commutative Kasch ring, then Qmax{R) = Qd{R) = R-) 
Proof By (Corollary 8.28, [43]), the only dense right ideal in i? is i? itself. Thus, we 
can apply Theorem 3.2.6 io D = R. For this choice of £>, Ql^^R) - End{DR) ^ R. 
Of course this conclusion can be obtained directly: for q € Qmaxi^) we have 
q'^R Qd RR, SO q'^R = R. Therefore 1 € q'^R, whence q = q.l e R. The 
last statement of the Corollary now follows from Corollary 3.2.1. 
Corollary 3.2.5 Let i? be a right nonsingular right artinian ring. Then 
S := SOC{RR) is the smallest dense right ideal of R and (3max(-^) - End{SR). 
The two results above enable us to give a few more explicit computations of 
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Example 3.2.3 Let {R,m) be a local ring, where m = rad R is nilpotent. Then 
Ris a (right) Kasch ring, so by Corollary 3.2.4, Q'^xi^) = R. If we take R to be 
the local 3-dimensional A;-algebra, where A; is a field, then we have 
R = QliiR) = Q'-rru^iR) c E{R\ 
since dimkE{R) = 6. 
Example 3.2.4 Let i? = f „ , J , where A = Z4. This ring of 32 elements is not 
(left, right) nonsingular, but it is Kasch. Thus, we conclude from Corollary 3.2.4 
that R = QlnaxiR) ^ E{RR). This implies that no ring properly containing R can 
/A 2A\ be a general right ring of quotients of R. Take the ring T = I . A ] ^ R- For 
^=(0 0)' y^(J 0)' ^=(c d) ^^ '^ 
it is clear that yr ^ R implies a = 0 and hence necessarily xr = 0. This shows that 
RR is not dense in TR,SOT is indeed not a general right ring of quotients of R. The 
same is true for the smaller ring V = i . . ) D R. We choose y = [^ n ) ^" 
this case and note that yr e R => a G 2v4 =^ xr = 0. 
Example 3.2.5 Let R be the (artinian) ring of upper triangular n x n matrices 
over a semisimple ring k. This ring is right nonsingular so Corollary 3.2.5 appUes. 
In (Example 7.14b, [43]) we have observed that S := SOC{RR) is the ideal of all 
matrices with zeros on all but the last column. Identifying such matrices with their 
last columns, we may view 5 as fc". Here, any a = (0^) e R acts on the right of a 
column vector by right multiplication by a„„. Therefore, 
Ql^,iR) ^ End{SR) ^ End{k'')k = M^k). 
Under the composite isomorphism, elements of R do correspond to themselves as 
upper triangular matrices. Of course, this computation of Q'^{R) is in agreement 
with the earlier one given in Example 3.2.2. A similar computation with SOC{RR) 
shows that Q[,^{R) = M„(fc), again with elements of R corresponding to them-
selves. 
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fk k k\ 
Example 3.2.6 Let R= [0 k 0 , where k is as in Example 3.2.5. Then R is 
\0 0 kj 
artinian and nonsingular, with 
/O k k\ fk k k\ 
S = SOC{RR) = P k 0 , SOC{RR) = P 0 0 . 
\0 Ok) \0 0 0/ 
From the latter, we get Qinaxi^) ~ M3(A;). From the former, we get a decomposition 
SR = A®B where 
0 fc 0\ 
0 k o\ 
0 0 0/ 
and B = 
(0 0 k 
p o o 
VO 0 A; 
After computing the actions oi R on A and B, we see that A, B are the isotypic 
components of the semisimple module SR and deduce that 
Q:^,iR) ^ End[A®B)R 
^ EndARxEndBR 
^ EndAk X EndBk 
^ M2{k) X M2(A;) 
Thus as long as ky^Q, the two rings Qlnaxi^) ^"^^ Qmaxi^) ^^ ^ not isomorphic. 
Example 3.2.7 Let fc be a nonzero semisimple ring and V = k ® ... ® k (n 
copies), viewed in the natural way as a (/c,/c)-bimodule. Let R be the triangular 
fk V\ 
ring I , J , which is, of course, artinian. we have here 
5 = SOC{RR) = L ^ j and 5' = SOC{RR) = L ^ j . 
So by (Proposition 7.13, [43]), R is nonsingular. Using Corollary 3.2.5, it follows as 
in the Example 3.2.G that 
QL^xiR) = End{SR) ^ End[e+% - M„+i(fc), and 
QLAR) = {R) = End{RS') ^ Endkik^+') ^ Mn+i{k). 
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While these two maximal rings of quotients are isomorphic as rings, they are not 
isomorphic over Rii n>2. In fact, if (p : Qlaaxi.^) ~^ ^n+\{k) and ^ : <5Lix(-^) ~^ 
M„+i(A;) are the isomorphisms given above, we can check easily that, for a,b ^ k 
and V — {vi, ...,Vn) G fc": 
a V' 
I vi\ /a vi .... Vn\ 
ain • J , fa v\ 0 
Vo f> bj Vo / 
Of course, these matrix representations depend on a specific labeling of 
the usual basis of k^'+K Let A = ip{R) ^ R and B = ^{R) ^ R. We know 
that 
E{AA)=Mn+i{k) and E{sB) = Mn+i{k). 
Moreover, it is easy to see that A C^ Mn+i(/c) as right A-modules. Infact, if 
x,y G M„+i(fc) with a; 7^  0, there exists i^A € /c"+^ with x.\V\ ^ 0 . For 
a := I „ , I G ^ , we have then x.a ^ 0 and y.a G A. It follows that Q^naxiA) = 
Mn+i(/i;) and similarly Q''^g^^{B) = Mn+iik). This provides alternative computations 
to Qlnaxi^) ^^^ Qliaxi^)- ^ ^ ^^^ Other hand, it is easy to check that B is not 
essential in M„+i(/i;)g, so M„+i(fc) D 5 is not a maximal right ring of quotients 
of B. Similarly, Mn+i{k) ^ A is not a maxima] left ring of quotients of A. There 
is no contradiction here; this simply means thai Q^naxi^) ^^'^ Qmaxi^) cannot be 
isomorphic over R. 
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In 1991 Passniciii [55] proved the following Theorem which characterize Q 
For any ring R, let V = T>(R) be the collection of all dense right ideal of R: 
Theorem 3.2.7 The maximal right ring of quotients Q^^i^) o^ ^^^ ™S ^ 
satisfies 
(i) i? is a subring of Q^i^axiR)-
(a) For all q G Qn^xi^) there exist J G P(i?) such that qJ C R, where P(i2) is 
the collection of all dense right ideal of R. 
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(ri'i) For all q E Q'.naxiR) a^ id J G V{B.) , qj = 0 iff (/ = 0. (iv) For all J e V{R) 
and / : Jji —> Rj^ there exists q G Q,'„,„(-^) ''^ '^-'^  that /(.x) = gx for all x e J. 
Furthermore properties (i) - (iv) characterize ring Qm,„,,.(i?-) up to isomorphism. 
Proof We have only to prove last statement . Let Q D R he H ring having proper-
ties (i) - (iv). Define the mapping a : Q -^ (5'„„3;(i?) by the rule q" = [Z^ ; {q : R)R], 
where /^  is left nmltiplication deternhned by q. One can easily check that a is an 
isomorphism of rings identical on R. 
Lemma 3.2.1 (Utumi [67]) let R. be any ring. Then the following hold 
(?;) If T IS right quotient ring of R, then Q'„,,,,{R) = C^;;,„,(T). 
By the above result, it is clear that Qmaxi^) i^  ^ closure operation on rings. 
Using the characterization of Ql,^^^^{R.) of Theorem 3.2.7, it can be shown that the 
maximal ring of quotients of a direct product of rings is the direct product of the 
corresponding maximal rings of quotients. 
])ecausp the right dense ideals of Ili?,; are exactly the right ideals of the form HA 
where D; are right dense ideals of Ri for ah z. 
Definition 3.2.2 (Center of Q'^naxi^)) Let R. be any ring. Then the centre of 
Qviaxi^) is the set of elements of Q''^ax{^) tiiat commute with R and is called the 
extended centroid of R,. 
Theorem 3.2.8 Let R be any ring and Q be a right ring of quotients of R. Then 
Z{RB) = Z{QQ) n R. In particular R is right nonsingular if and only if Q is right 
nonsingulai'. 
Proof First we see that Z{RR) C Z{QQ). This comes from the fact that if Q 
is a right quotient ring of R. and / is right essential ideal of R, then IQ is a right 
essential ideal of Q. 
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Conveisel}, it is clear that Z[QQ) PI i? IS contained m Z{Rj^) since for every 
light (>ss(iitial ideal I oi Q we liave that / n 7? is a light essential ideal of B 
3.3 Dense ideals in semiprime rings 
Foi any submodule J of a light i?-modulc M and any subset S C M, set 
[S J)B = {X E E \ ST C J} 
Proposition 3.3.1 (Beidar [5]) Let R be a semipiime iirig and I, J, S E 2)(i?), 
where V = V{R) is the collection of all dense light ideal of R and let / / -^ i? be 
a honionioiphism of right R modules Then 
(' 
77 
[in 
[IV 
01 
[ V I I 
f-'{J) = {aeI/t{a)eJ}eV{R) 
(a I) e V{R) foi all 0 e /? 
i n JeV{R) 
If K is a light ideal of R and K2I , i^ni K e V{R) 
/(/) = 0 = r(/) 
If 7^ IS a right ideal of i? and (a A) e V{R) for all a el, then K G V{R) 
If L IS a light ideal of R and q L —> i? is a honiomoiphism of light ^'-modules, 
then g is a lionioniorphism of light i?-niodiile& 
{viii) IJ e V{R) 
Proof (i) Let rj 7^  0, ?2 G /? Since / is a dense light ideal of R, r^r' ^ 0 and 
r2i' e I foi some r' e R Analogously {rir')f" ^ 0 and f{'iZT')'''" G '^ for some 
r" G R Setting r = I'r" we conclude that ryf ^ U and rir G / ^(J), which means 
that /~H'^) 1^  ^  dcns(^  light ideal of R 
(11) Letting la denote the left multiplication by a Let r G (a J) Then ax G J, 
this implies that la{x) G J 1 e x G ll^[J) ^ (a ^) ^ /^^(J) 
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Coiiveisely let i e l^^J) Then la{Tf) G / and ai e J i c L e {a J) Thus 
^a^i-J) ^ (^ i J) This nnphes that (a J) = 1~^{J) and now apply (i) Hence 
{a J) e V{R) 
(ni) If / IS the Hiclusion map I -^ R, (hen If) I ^ 7~KJ Now apply (i) We get 
/ n J G V{R) 
(iv) Smce / IS dens(^  right ideal Foi am ?i 7^  0 £ /? and r2 ^ R ^ r E R such 
that ?!? 7^  0 and rit e I as / C A^  
^ r2/ G A 
^ A' IS a dense light ideal 
(v) Suppose la = 0 foi some 0 ^ a E R Setting ri = 0 = r2 wo see that there 
exists / G R such that 0 j^ ar E I We then have a contiadiction arRar C lar = 0 
N(-xt, we suppose /(/) 7^  0 Since R is semipimie , 1hei(> exists a,b G /(/) such that 
ab 7^  0 Now we can find r E R such that ah ^ 0 and h E I But a6r G a/ = 0 
again a contradiction is reached 
(vi) Let 0 7^  ri,r2 G R Since / G I^(/?), tlieie is an element r' E R such 
that ryr' ^ 0 and ?2?' *£ -^  Hence (r2r' A') G '^'(i?) By pait (v) we then have 
l{{i2i' K)) -= 0 and hence ri?'r" 7^  0 and 1 IT'T" E K foi some T" E {TIT' K) 
Thus A G P(A) 
(vu) Let / G A and r E R By (11) (r S)R E V{R) and so by (m) 
M = {T 5')S n 5 G P ( A ) For eveiy y G M C 5 we have ry G S and so 
(8(xi)-g(x)i)y = g(xr)y-g(x)(iy) = g(xiy)-g(xiy) = 0 
It follows fiom (v) that 9(7 r) = g{x)r and thus g is a homomorphism of right R-
modules 
(viii) Let Ti 7^  0 and r2 G A By (11) L = {ri I) E P(A), and so by (v) there 
exists /' G A such that riv' ^ 0 and r" G J such that tir'r" ^ 0 Setting r = r'r" 
wv then have iir 7^  0 and r2r = {r ir')r" E IJ 
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Corollary 3.3.1 Let R be a semipriine ring and J be a right ideal of R. Then 
J G V{R) if and only if /^((a : J)) = 0 for all aeR. 
Proof If J e V we know from proposition 3.3.1(ii) and (v) that {a : J) e V and 
lfi{{a : ,/)) = 0. Conversely, given ri ^ 0, r2 E R we know that ri{T2 : J) 7^  0, and 
so we may choose ? G (r2 : J) snch that rir ^ 0. But since r G (r2 : J), we also 
have 12f £ ./ 
Remark 3.3.1 Let /? be a semiprime ring and J be a right ideal of R. li f : J -^ R 
is a right i?-module homomorphism, then 
(/) liae R and ?-(o) e V{R), then a = 0. 
(zz) If Ker / e2 ) ( i ? ) , t h e n / = 0. 
Proof (i) The first statement fohows fiom Proposition 3 3.1(v). 
(ii)Suppose that Ker{f) e V{R). Then we have f{h){b : Ktr{f)) = 0 for ah 
b e J. According to Proposition 3.3.1(ii), {b : Ker{f)) e V(R). By the first state-
ment we then have f{b) = 0. Thus / = 0 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let /? be a semiprime ring and qi,q2---,qv G Q'„,ax{^) -^nd / , J 6 
V{R). Then there exists L G V{R) such that LCJ and q,L C / for ah z = 1, 2, ...n. 
Proof Setting J^  = (q^ : R)R noting thai J^ E V for all /. Consider the map 
,/; = l,^ : J^ -> Rn. By Proposition 3.3.1 K\ = !;\l) = {./; G J, \ qj, G /} G P . 
Setting L = (n"^j/C) n J, we have the desiied dense right ideal. 
Lemma 3.3.2 Let R be a semiprime ring and K be a dense right ideal of a 
semiprime ring R and S a subring of QJ„„,(-/?) such that K C S. Then 
(?) 5 is a semiprime ring; 
(/?) A right ideal ,/ of S is dense if and only if (J n R)K G V{R) ( in particular 
L S G P ( 5 ) i f / G P ( i ? ) ) . 
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{•i/ii) A rigiil, ideal J of 5 is essential if and only^(^/'ra fi^k'-'-fe^aiiessential right 
ideal of B. 
Proof Assume that / is a nonzero nilpotent ideal of 5* and pick 0 ^ q E I. By 
Theorem 3.2.7(h) qj C R for J G V{R) and by Theorem 3.2.7(ih) 0 y^ q{J Ci K) C 
/ n i? is a nonzero nilpotent right ideal of the senhprime ring B,, a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose that J G V{S) and n / 0, rg G B,. Since /sT G P(i?), 
L = (ri : K)n n (r2 : K)E G 2)(i?). By Proposition 3.3.1(v) rir' / 0 for some 
r' G L. Clearly ri'r', r2r' e K C S. Therefore there exists an element q E S such 
that /•!/•' 7^  0 and r2r'q G J. Again by Proposition 3.3.1 wc ha,vc that rir'qr" j^ 0 
for some r" G {q : 7?)^ n K. Clearly rsrV/?-" G J n i?. Pick r'" G /T such that 
riT'qr"r"' / 0. Since r.2r'qr"r"' G (J n /?)/!' and r'qr"r"' G /?,, we conclude that 
{JnB)K eV{B). 
Conversely, let (J n B)K G P(ii!) and Si ^ 0, S2 G 5. According to 
Proposition 3.3.1 we have Sir' ^ 0 for some r' G (.Si : /?)/? fl (.§2 : B)rt n K. 
Clearly srr', s^r' G i? and r' G i^ C 5. Since (./n7?,)/f G P(/?). [s^r' : (J n 7?)i^ )^ ^ G 
V{B) and therefore L = (s2r' : (J n B)K)R D K e T>{B). Hence there exists an 
clcmenl r" G L such that Sir'r" ^ 0. Note that S2r'r" G (J n B)K C J and 
r',r",r'r" e K C S. Therefore J is a dense right ideal of S. In particular, if 
/ G V{B), then {IS n B,)K D {IK n R)K D IK^ and so IS G P(S'). 
(iii) Assume that J is an essential right ideal of S. We set I = JilB.. Let M be 
any nonzero right ideal of B. By Theorem 1.3.9 K is an essential right ideal of B and 
so MCiK ^ 0. Then {MnK)S is a nonzero right ideal of 5", since S is semiprime and 
so ls{S) = 0. Then {M n K)S n J ^ 0. Let 0 y^ q = f^ k,qi G (M n K)S n J, where 
4 = 1 
ki G M CiK and g^  G 5*. By Lemma 3.3.1 q^L C /?, for some dense right ideal L C K 
oiB., I = l,2...n. obviously Q y^ qL e Mn(Jni?) and so 0 7^  qLK G Mr\{{JnB)K). 
Therefore (J n B)K is an essential right ideal of B.. 
Conversely, let {Jr\B)K be an essential right ideal of B and let P be a nonzero 
right ideal of S. Choosing 0 7^  p G P we see from Lemma 3.3.1 that pL C K 
for some L C K, L e V{B). Then P n B ^ 0, {P n B)K 7^  0 and hence 
,/ n P D {Jn R)K n{Pn B)K ^ O. Thus J r\P ^ Q. Therefore J is an es-
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sential right ideal of S. 
Proposition 3.3.2 (Beidar [5]) Let K be a dense light ideal of a ling B and S 
be a subring of (?;„,(/?) such that KCS . Then Ql^,,,{S) = Q^^^X^)-
Proof We verify the four piopeities of Theorem 3.2 7, since S C (5^,„^(/?), (i) 
holds Let q G Q]„ar{R)- By Lemma 3 3.1 ql C K for some / G V{R), I C K. 
Accoiding to Lemma 3.3.2 IS G T>{S) and we have qlS C KS C S, thus proving 
(U). Next suppose qJ = 0 for some q G Q'„,a,{B), J G P(5). By Lemma 3.3.2(U) 
(J n n)K G ^ (i?) whence q = 0 and so (hi) is pioved. Finally suppose we are given 
/ . Js -^ 5s, ./ G V{S). Setting 
L = {.i- G (J n E)K I /(.r) G i?} 
We shall show that L G 'Z5(/?) and f : L —> Ris a homomorphism of right i?-modules. 
Note that {JnR)K G ^(i?) by Lemma 3.3 2(h) Since K C S, f is a homomorphism 
of right A'-modules and so by Proposition 3.3 l(vii) / is a homomorphism of right 
R modules It follows from Proposition 3.3.1 (i) that L = _f~\{J n R)K) G V{R). 
Thus there exists q G Ql,^^{R) such that / ( r ) = qx for ah x G L, We claim that 
f{z) = qz foi ah z G ./. Indeed by Lemma 3.3.2 LS G V{S). Clearly LS C J and 
f{z) = Q2 foi ah z G L^ * Given any z G -/ and (z iS')^ we have 
if{z) — qz)s = f{z)s — qzs = f{zs) — qzs = qzb — qzs = 0 
Since {z : LS)g G T>{S), we conclude that f{z) = qz for ah z G J, and (vi) has 
thereby b(^ eii shown. 
Theorem 3.3.1 (Beidar [5]) Let R be a semiprime liiig and Q = Q^^a (R)- Then 
Corollary 3.3.2 Let /? be a semiprime ring, / an ideal of R and J = /K(-^)- Then 
Lemma 3.3.3 Let 7? be a semipiime ring and K be an essential right ideal of R. 
If r G /?, then 
(t) (r : K]fi is an essential right ideal of R. 
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(?/i) Z{Rj:f) is an ideal of R. 
(?////,) Z{Rpt) = 0 if and only if every essential right ideal is dense. 
{iv) For any subring i? C 5 C (?:„„,,(/?), Z{Rn) = Rf] Z{Ss). 
Proof (i) Let L ^ 0 be a right ideal of R. If rL = 0, then L C {r : K) and 
hence 0 7^  L = L fl (r : K). Suppose that rL = 0. Since rL is a right ideal of R, 
vL n K ^ 0. But rLCiK = r[L D (r : K)]. Therefore L n {r : X) ^ 0 and (r : K) is 
essential. 
(ii) Let ri,r2 G Z{RR) and .-?; e i?. Since rR(ri - 1-2) 3 ?^ 'i?('^ i) H rR(r2) and 
r7^(/'i) n ri^(r2) is an essential right ideal, ry (^'ri - r2) is essential as well. Hence 
7'i - 1-2 G Z{Rn). Further as ri?(;i;ri) D r/^('/'i), .XT G Z{R[^). By the above result 
the right ideal (.7; : rR{r\)) is essential. From rj^{rix) D {x : r/f(ri)) it follows that 
Ti.x G Z{R[{). Therefore Z{RB) is an ideal of R. 
(ill) Suppose that Z{Rff) = 0. Let J be an essential right ideal of R. Taking 
into account (i), we get /i?((a : J)) = 0 for all a G R. By Corollary 3.3.1 we then 
have J eV. The converse statement follows Proposition 3.3.1(v). 
(iv) Note that rfi{x) = rs{x) n R for all x G R. and so by Lemma 3.3.2 rj^{x) 
is an essential right ideal of /?,, if and only if rs{x) is an essential right ideal of 5*. 
Hence Z{Ru) = Z{Ss) n R. 
Lemma 3.3.4 Let R be a semiprime ring, Q = Q'maA^) ^^ ^^  ^ t»e a submodule 
of \hv right R-module Q. Suppose that a : K ^ Q K n liomomorphism of right 
i?-niodules. Then 
71 n 
(/) The rule ^ ( ^ kiq,,) = ^ a{ki)qi where k, G /i and r/j G Q defines a homomor-
i = l i = l _^  
pliism of right Q-modules a : KQ -^ Q. 
{vi.) If K is a right ideal of the ring Q, then a is a liomomorphism of right Q-
modulcs. 
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Proof (i) It is enough to check that a is weh defined. Indeed, let ^ kiQi = 0 where 
ki e K, Qi e Q. By Lemma 3.3.1 there exists a dense right ideal L of R such that 
qiL C. R for all i. For any x G L we have 
II. n " 11 
[Y, a{ki)q.i\x = Y. a{ki){qix) = a{Y. ^Qt^-) = 0. 
(—1 i = ] 'i=] 
n 
Therefore ^ (^/Ci)^ ^ = 0 and a is well defined. 
(ii) If K is a right ideal of the ring Q, then a = n which means that a is a 
homomorijhism of right Q-modules. 
Theorem 3.3.2 (Beidar [5]) Let R, be a S(;nhprinie ring and Q = Q^„iaxi^)- Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
{i ) Q is a von-Neumann regular ring. 
{!,) Z{RR) ^ 0. 
{ill) Furthermore, if the above conditions are fulfilled, then Q is an injective right 
/^-module and Q-module. 
Proof Setting Q = Q''^,^^,j.{R)^ we suppose that Q is von Neumann regular. Let 
{) ^ q <E Q. Then qxq = q for some x G Q. Obviously rQ{xq) = rQ{q) and 
{xq) = xq. Hence VQ{xq) = (1 — xq)Q. Since (1 - xq)Q n xqQ — 0, the right ideal 
(1 - xq)Q is not essential. Therefore Z[QQ) = 0. By L(^ mma 3.3.3, Z{RR) = 0. 
Conversely, let Z{Rii) = 0. Then by Lennna 3.3.3, the set T){R) coincides with 
the set of ah essential right ideals of R. Let q = [/; J] e Q = Qm^xi^)- We set 
K = Ker{f). Choosing L to be a right idc^ al of R maximal with respect to the 
properties L C J and L (1 K = 0, wc note that L = qL. One can easily check that 
K + L is an essential right ideal of R and hence k + L E T>{R.). Now we choose M 
to be a right ideal of R. maximal with respect to the property M Ci qL — 0. It is 
weh known that M © qL is an essential right ideal of R. Hence M ® qL E V[R). 
Define the mapping g : M®qL -^ L by the rule g{m + ql) = I for all m e M, I e L. 
Clearly p = [g; M ® qL] E Q and fgf{k + /) = f{k + /) for all k e K md I e L. 
Therefore qpq = q and Q is von Neumann regular. 
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We show now that Q is an injective right i?-niodule. Let A' be a submodule 
of the right i?-modiile Q and a : K ^ Q n homomorpJiism of right /^-modules. 
According to Lemma 3.3.4 we can assume that K \s d. right ideal of the rhig Q and 
a is a honioniorphism of right Q-modules. Choosing L to be a right ideal of Q 
maximal with resi)ect to the property LPiK = 0, we extend » up to homomorphism 
n : K + L ^ Q b}' the rule a{k + 1) = a{k) for all k e K,l e L. Clearly K + L is an 
essential right ideal of Q. Since Z{QQ) n B. = Z{RR) = 0, we infer that Z{RR) = 0 
( by Lenmia 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.2.7 ). Then according to Lemma 3.3.3(ih), K + L 
is a dense right ideal of Q. Hence [a,K + L] e Q';„aAQ)- Since Ql,ax{Q) = Q 
by Theorem 3.3.1, there exists an element q e Q such that a = Iq where Iq is left 
multiplication by q. Thus we have extended the mapping a : /< ^ Q up to an 
endomorphism of QQ. Applying this observation to the case K C R we conclude 
that QB is an injective module. On the other hand, applying this observation to the 
case KQ C QQ we infer that QQ is an injective Q module. 
3.4 Martindale-Amitsur rings of quotients 
After discussing maximal rings of quotients, it is natural to include an intoduc-
tion to the idea of Martindale rings of quotients. This kind of ring of quotients was 
introduced by Martindale [51] for prime rings in 1969 and by Amitsur [3] for semi-
prime rings in 1972. A more precise term for such ring of quotients would have been 
the Martindale-Anhtsur rings of (juotients as, for instance, in the book Rowen [63]. 
In the interest of brevity, however, we shall refer to them simply as Martindale's 
rings of quotients. 
Definition 3.4.1 (Martindale ring of quotients) Let R be a prime ring and 
consider tJic set of all left /?-module functions / : AR —> /?/?, where A ranges over all 
nonzero two sided ideals of R. Two such functions are said to be equivalent if they 
agree on their common domain which is a nonzero ideal, since R is prime . That is 
an equivalence relation. Let / denote the equivalence class of / and let Qi = Qi{R) 
be the set of all such equivalence classes. The arithmetic in Qi is defined as a fairly 
obvious manner. Suppose f : AR -^ RR and /; : BR ^ RR are given. Then f xg is 
the class of f x g : {ACi S)^ -^ RR and J g is the class of the composite function 
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fg : {BA)j^> -^ Rfi. The ring axioms axe satisfic^d, so Qi is a ring and is called a left 
Martindale ring of cjuotients of R. 
One can of course define Qr = Qr{R), the right Martindale ring of quotients of 
R in a similar manner. It is obtained from the set of all right i?,-module homomor-
phism g : B^ —^ RR with nonzero ideal B of R. 
Now we proceed to describe this construction for semiprime rings. 
Let 7? be a semiprime ring and I = X{R) = {/ | / is an ideal of R and 1(I)=0}. 
We not(^  that X is closed under products and finite intersections, we also mention 
that any / G J is dense and essential as a right (or left) ideal and accordingly we 
shall call such ideals dense. Consider the set 
r={U-J)/JelJ:Jn^Rn] 
and define (/;,/) ^ [g\ K) if there exists L C J D K such that L G X and f = g on 
L. We let {/; ,7} denote the equivalence class determined by (/; J) G T. We now 
define addition and multiplication of equivalence classes as follows. 
{f;J} + {g;K} = {f + g;KJ} (3.4.1) 
{f-J}{g;K} = {fg;KJ} (3.4.2) 
We will only show that multiplication is well defined. First of all we note that 
KJ e I whenever K,JeI. Indeeed, let rKJ = 0 for some r e R. Then 
rK C 1{J) = 0 and so rK = 0. Hence /• E 1{K) = 0, ?• = 0 and KJ e I. 
Further g{KJ) = g{K)J C Jand so the composition fg is well defined on KJ. If 
(,/ii 'h) ^ if2] J2) and {gi\Ki) ~ (92; K2) we may find L G X such that L C J^  n J2, 
/i = /2 on L and M G X such that M C Ki n K^, gi = .92 on M. 
Set A^  = ML and let x G A^ . Then A^  G X and 
fi9i{x) = fi{gi{x)) = fi{g2{x)) = f2{92{x)) 
(noting that gi{x) = g2{x) G L). Thus (3.4.2) is well defined. We can verify that 
the ring axioms hold, and so the construction is complete. We shah denote the ring 
constructed above by Qr = Qr{R) and shall call it the two-sided right ring of 
quotients of R. 
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Analogously one can construct the two sided left-ring of quotients of R. 
Proposition 3.4.1 Let /? be a semiprime ring Then Qi{n) satisfies: 
(i) H is a subiing of Q,. 
[n) Foi all q G Q, there exists J el such that qj C R 
{LTI) FOI all q ^ Qj and J El, qJ = 0 if and onlv if q = 0. 
{/v) Foi any ideal J G liR) and f ' JR —> RR theie exists q G Q,- such that 
/(.r) = qx for all ,x G ./. 
Furthcimoie, properties (/) — [iv] chaiactciize ling Q^ (R) up to isomorphism. 
Proof We have only to prove the last statement. Let Q be a ring satisfying 
{i) — (/«). Foi q G Q, using (i) and (ii), we define q" — {/; J} where qJ C R 
J E I and / ( T ) = qx for all x G J. One readily checks that a : Q -^ Qr is a ring 
homomorphism. By (iii) a is an injection and by (iv) a is surjective and so a is a 
ling isomoiphism. 
Proposition 3.4.2 Given a semiprime ring R, thcie exists a unique ring monomor-
phisni a : Q,{R) -^ Q]„aAR) such that r" = / foi all ?• G /? Further, 
Im{a) = {q(E Q\„aA^) \ qJ C R toi some J G 1} 
Proof Define the mapping a : Qr —^ Qlnaj by the lule {/; JY = [/; J] for all 
{/; J} G Q, It follows directly from the definitions of ^^ and ~ that a is well de-
fined Obviously r" =- {/,; R^ = [/,; R] = r foi ah r e R Let {/; J } , {g; K} G Q,. 
Since KJ C K H J and A'J G X, we have 
{{/;./} + {g; K}Y = {/ + .9; /<J}- = [/ + 9; i^J] = [/; J] + [9; i^] 
and (T is additive. Noting tht KJ C g~^[J). one easily checks that o preserve prod-
ucts. If {f\JY = 0, then f{L) = 0 foi some deii.se light ideal L C J. Then by 
Rcinaik 3 3.1 / = 0 and theiefore a is a monomorphism II a' : Qi{R) —> Qmaxi^) 
is anothei ring monomoiphism such that r" = 7 foi all ? G R, then for every 
q E Q, (i?) and ./ G (g : R)j^ we have 
(f;'^  - f/'),;- = g'^ x^ - q^'x"' = (gj)" - (gx)"' = qx -qr = {) 
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and so (f = (f' for all q S Qr{R) thus proving the uniqueness. We set 
Q = {qe Q:„ar.iR) IqJ'^R for some J el}. 
Clearly Irn{a) C Q. Let g G Q. Then gJ C B. for some ,/ G I . We define f : J -^ R 
by the ruk^ /(.T) ^ qx for all x G J. Setting g' = {/; jy, we note that ga = q'a for 
all a G ./. Applying Theorem 3.3.1(iii) we infer that q = q' and thus Q = Im(a). 
In what fohows we shall identify Q,- with Q via a. We set 
Q5 = {g e Q;;^,^(/?) | gJ U J ^ C /? for some ,/ G J } 
One can easily check that Qs is a subring of Q,.- We shall call it the symmetric 
ring of quotients of R. As noted by Passman (Proposition 1.4, [56]) Qs may be 
c'.haracterized by four properties anologous to those which characterize Q^ax-
Proposition 3.4.3 Let R, be a semiprime ring. Then QsiR) satisfies: 
(i) i? is a subring of Qs-
(n) For all q G Qs there exists J e I such that qj U Jq C R. 
(m) For all q G (5.S and J G X, gJ = 0(or Jq = 0) if and only if g- =: 0. 
(z?;) Given ./ G X, / : JR -)• i?/? and g -.R J -^R R such that xf{y) = (^a:-)?/ for all 
x,;// G ,/, there exists g G Q such that g.x = /(x), xg = g(x) for ah x G J. 
Furthermore, Properties (i) - (iv) characterize ring QsiR) up to isomorphism. 
Proof We can verify that Qs enjoys the properties (i) - (iv). Now assume that Q 
is a ring satisfying (i) (iv). We define a map Q —^  Q„„. by the rule q ^ q' — [/; J], 
where J is gi\'en by (ii) and / is defined by /(x) = qx for all x G J. Again by (ii) 
one shows that for all a G J 
[la\R][f;J]=^[laf-J] = K:J] 
ie aq' G R, whence q' G Qs- It is straightforward to show that (/1-> g' is an injection 
follows from property (iii). 
Finally given p G Qs we have pJ + Jp C R for some J G I . We then define 
/ : JR -^ RR by /(x) = px for all x e J and .9 :« J -^/? i? by .9(x) = xp for all 
X G J. Thus .9(x)?y = {xp)y = x(p?/) = x/(|/) for all x,y G J, and so by property 
(iv) there exists q e Q such that g(x) = f{x), xq = ,g(x) for all x G J. Clearly 
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(f = ]! and HO g !->• g' is surjective. The Proof of Proposition 3.4.3 is now complete. 
Remark 3.4.1 Let R be a semipriine ring. Then 
Z{Qs) = C = Z{Q^^^^i^B)) = {g e Q:;,,„,(i?) | qr = rq for all r G i?} 
Proof If c e ^(Q;,,„Ji?)), .X G (c : K)R and r G /?,, then c{rx) = r(cx) G i?, 
r'.7: G (r : B)R, and so J = (c : /?)/? is a dense ideal of /?. Since Jc = cJ C R^ c ^ Qs 
and Z ( Q ; ; „ , J C Z(Q,S.). Accordnig to Proposition 3.3.2, Ql,^,{Qs) = Q;i,,„.(/?). 
Therefore; Z{Qs) C (^QJ'„^„,) and Z[Qs) = .^ (Q'„„,,,.). Analogously one can show 
that Z(Q,) = Z{Ql,J. 
If g G Q5,i„.i. and qr = rg for all r G 7?, then {qx — .-rc/jr = g(.xr) — .xgr = 
,/;rg - xrq = 0 for all x G Q^ ,^,., r G {x : R.)R. Thus g G C 
Remark 3.4.2 
(z) Let the sciniprinie ring R be right duo i.e. such that right ideals in R are ideals. 
Then F ~ F{R) is the family of all dense right ideals. In this case, Qr{R) boils 
down to the entire maximal ring of quotients Q^^^^.j.{R). This is the case, for 
instance, if R is any commutative ring, then we also have Qs{R) = Qnmxi^)-
(ii) If R. is any simple ring, then clearly F{R) consists of a single ideal that is R. 
In this case Q,(/?,) = R and also Qs{R^) = R. 
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C H A P T E R IV 
Generalized polynomial identities with coefficients 
in rings of quotients 
4.1 Introduction 
A generalized polynomial identity (GPI) of an algebra A over a field F is a poly-
nomial expression / in noncommuting indeterminates and fixed coefficients from A 
between the indeterminates such that / vanishes upon all substitutions by elements 
of A. It is a natural extension of the notion of a polynomial identity (PI) in which 
the coefficients come from the base field. 
Pl-theory began with a paper of Kaplansky [40] on primitive rings appeared in 
1948. The theory of GPI was initiated by Amitsur in 1965 with his fundamental 
paper on primitive GPI rings. In 1969 Martindale [51] extended Amitsur's work to 
prime GPI rings. A key notion in making the transition to a prime ring R was that 
of the extended centroid C and the resulting central closure S — RC, it becoming 
clear that C (rather than the field of fractions of the centroid) was the proper field 
of scalars in case of prime rings. 
Section 4.2 contains some basic definitions and important results of Rowen [63] 
regarding polynomial identities. 
Section 4.3 is devoted to the study of generalized polynomial identities over 
centroid C of the Martindale ring of quotients. The main result of the section is of 
Martindale [51] which states that the central closure S = RC of a prime ring R satis-
fies a generalized polynomial identity over C if and only if for a nonzero idempotent 
e in R, S contains a minimal right ideal e^ " and eSe is a finite dimensional division 
algebra over C. This result generalizes Kaplansky's Theorem, Amitsur's Theorem 
and Posner's Theorem. Let T be a nonzero i?-submodule of the Martindale ring of 
quotients Q. T satisfies a (^-generafized polynomial identity {Q-GPl) if for some 
f{xi,X2,...,X„) 
G Qc <X > - {0}, f{ti,t2,...,tn) = 0 for all substitutions of U e T for Xi. This 
notion generalizes the usual situation when R satisfies a GPI, which means a Q-GPI 
with coefficients in R,C + C, the central closure of ring R. 
Lansky [49] proved that the set of multihnear and homogeneous Q-GPl is the 
same for any i?-submodule of Q and that if H satisfies a Q-GPl, then it satisfies one 
having all its coefficients in R. 
Section 4 4 contains some Theorems of Chuang [14] which are generahzations 
of the above result for rational subniodules of Utumi quotient rings. 
4.2 Polynomial identities 
Definition 4.2.1 (Polynomial identity) A polynomial / is called an identity of 
a ring R if f{R) = 0. An identity / is a polynonhal identity if one of the monomials 
of / of highest degree has coefficient 1. i? is a PI algebra if R satisfies a polynomial 
identity and R is a Pl-ring if R satisfies a polynomial identity with C = Z, the ring 
of integers. 
Remark 4.2.1 If / is a polynomial and a is a C-algcbia automoiphism of a ring 
R, then /{crri,. .,ar„i) = crfiri,r2, r„,). Consequentlv f{R) and /(i?)"^(additive 
subgioup of R generated by f{R)) are invariant under all automorphisms of R. 
Definition 4.2.2 (t-normal) A polynomial / is said to be linear in Xj if Xj occurs 
exactlv once (of degree 1) in eveiy monomial of / . / is called t-linear if / is linear 
in Xi,X2,.. Xj. / is called /-alternating if X^ \-^ Xj = 0 for all 1 < z < j < t. A 
polynomial which is t-linear and t-alternating is said to be t-normal. 
Example 4.2.1 [Xi,X2] = ^1X2 - X2X1 is 2-normal. 
Remark 4.2.2 If f{Xi,X2.. ,A'„j) is t-normal and R is spanned by fewer than t 
elements over a comnmtative ring C, then / is an identity of R. 
Definition 4.2.3 (Capelli polynomial) The CapelU polynomial is defined as 
C 2 t ( X i , . . . , X 2 r ) = Y. {sgTr)X^iXt+iXT,2Xt+2---XTr{t-i)^2l^lX-,rtX2t 
TT(iSym{t) 
and Ihe standard polynomial denoted by 
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St{Xi,...,Xt) = C2t{Xu...,Xt,l, ..,1) = X] {sgn)X^i X^t 
TT€zSym{i) 
Remark 4.2.3 If f{Xi,. ., X^) is t-linear, then 
= 2 ^ 1 1 , , i t ' ^ i i l - - - ^ i t i / ( ^ J i l ) •• j ^ i t t ) ^ V + l , ••,rrn) 
for all Cjj in C and fj^  in /?. In particulai, if B spans i? as C-module, then 
/(7?(™)) ^ / (^W X i?('"-^)). 
Proposition 4.2.1 C2i and 5/ aie t-normal and thus aie identities of any C-algebra 
spanned by < t elements. 
Proof The terms in C2i{X, i-> Xj) (oi StiX^ i-^ X^)) subdivide into pairs of the 
same monomials appearing with opposite sign (one coriesponding to a permutation 
n and the other corresponding to ir composed with the transposition (zj) and thus 
having opposite sign), so the polynomial is sent to 0. 
We sav R is an integral of bounded degree ri if every element of R is integral 
of degree < n ovei C, a commutative ring, with r? minimal such. 
Example 4.2.2 If R is integral of bounded degree < r> and f{Xi,...,Xm) is n-
normal, then Sn{{X^,X2],..., [Xi,X2]) is a 2-variable identify of R. 
Remark 4.2.4 
(?) If / is an identity of R then / is also an identity of eveiy homomorphic image 
of R and of every subalgebia of R. 
{//) It / is an identity of R^ for each ? E I, then / is an identity of U{Ri, : i E I}, 
and thus of any subdirect product of the Ri. 
Definition 4.2.4 (Multilinear polynomial) A polynomial f{Xi, ...,Xm) is mul-
tihnear if X^ has degree 1 in each monomial of / , for each 1 < i < m. 
Proposition 4.2.2 Any multilinear identity /' of R is an identity of each central 
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extontioii R' of R. 
Proof If R' = RZ, then Remark 4.2.3 shows /(/?') = J{R)Z = 0. 
Definition 4.2.5 (Central Polynomial) f{Xi, X2..., X„,) is called a central poly-
nomial ioi i?, (i?-cential) if 0 ^ f{R) C Z{R), that is if / is not an identity of R 
but [X„,+i, /] is an identity of R. 
Proposition 4.2.3 (Rowen [63]) For t = r? ,^ the Capelh polynomial C2t is not an 
identity of R = Mr,{H) for any commutative ring H (although C2{t+i) is an identity). 
Infact C2i{Rf = R. 
Proof Order the matric units [e^^ : 1 < i,] < n] lexicographically on the sub-
scripts, that is, en < ei2 < ... < ei„ < 621 < ... < e,„, and write r^ for the k-th 
matric unit on this list. Let us evaluate C2f(ri, ...rt,ri,. .ri). Taking TT in Sym(t) let 
T^T = T^ii^rT,2r2---r-ntrf Then rir;,2?'2 = (iurr2ev2 so a = 0 unless r^2 = en; likewise 
'i"2''"TT'iT''>. = 612^ 3^613 is 0 unless TT^^ — 621- Continuing in this way we have precisely 
one choice of r„2, •••,T-KI for O' to be nonzero. Since e„i has not yet been selected we 
take rvi = e„i; then o^ = e„„ for this particular TT, and all other a^^ = 0; proving 
C2t(n,...r,,ri,...rt) = ±e,„j. By symmetry each e„ e C2t{B). For i ^ j we have 
(1 + e„y^ = 1 - Gy so (1 + ey)~^e^^{l + CjJ = e„ -f e,, G C2t{R) by Remark 4.2.1 . 
Hence each e^ G C2i(i?)''', proving C2t(i?)^ = i?. 
Remark 4.2.5 No polynomial / 7^  0 of degree < 2n — 1 is an identity of Mn{C) 
foi a commutative ring C. 
Theorem 4.2,1 (Rowen [63]) There is a multilinear polynomial which is Mn{H)-
cential for every conmmtative ring H. 
Proof Put f = n^ and write 
t 
2_^C2t{X-i, ...,Xj_i,X2t4.iX,X2i+2,-^i+l, •••,-^2t) 
1=1 
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7/1 / 
— 2__^ 2_^ /')7l-^2t+l^i^2;+2/ii/2 
for suitable m and multilinear monomials liiji,ht,2,{''r^ ^ i , •••,-^t-i,^i+i, •••,-^2t)-
Pick arbitrary a,b,ri,.. r2i in Mn{H); viewing M„{H) as an n'^-dimensional module 
over H having base e j^, 1 < 'i,j < n, we define the map T : Mn{H) —> Mn{H) 
n 
given by Tx = axb. Writing a = (a^) and 6 = (6y) we have Te^j = J2 c^mbjv^uv, 
u,v=l 
n 
whose coefficient of Cj, is a„6jj. Hence as r?^  x v? matrix, T has trace ^ dahjj = 
u,v=l 
tr{a)tr{b) so by Theorem 1.3.12 putting tu,,,, = /?i,„(ri, ...,r-j_i,rj+i, ...,r2t) we have 
i m t 
fr{a)tr{b)C2i{ri, ..,r2i) = Y.'^2i{ru •••r\_i,ar J),r,+i, ...r2i) = ^ Xl ^^?l«^^^^u2• 
Put w ~ C2f(rj,.. r2/). Taking traces of both sides we get 
tr{tr{a)tr{w)b) ~ tr{a)tr{w)tr{b) — tr{tr{a)tr{b)w) = '^tr{wijiar\bwi-,2) = 
Y,tr{w,j2W,jia7\b) = tr(^?ij,^2t'A;ia'''j)&), 
implying tr{{tr{a)tr{w) — J2iVi.j2Wijiar\)b) = 0 for all 6; nondegeneracy of the trace 
yields tr{a)tr[w) — Yl^'^id'^'^n^^'^'t ^ ^' ^1^^ '^ s^, X '^ii^ j/2'w q^i'^ i^ equals the scalar 
tr{a)fr{'w). By propo.sition 4.2.2 we can pick ri , . . , ?-2/ such that tr(a)tr(w) ^ 0. 
Thus we define / = X] XI ^i-ji^'f)\^2i^\^n which takes only scalar values and is not 
an identity, that is / is M„(iy)-central. 
Remark 4.2.6 c/„ = /(C2n2(Xi, ...,X2„2)A"2„2+i,;\:2„2+2, ...,X2n2+2t+i), where 
j{Xi, ...,X2t+]) is the central polynomial for n x n matrices. 
Corollary 4.2.1 9,, is an n^-normal polynomial which is M,j(C)-centra] for all 
commutative ring C. 
Definition 4.2.6 (PI degree) R is said to have Pl-degrec n if i? satisfies all mul-
tilinear identities of M„(^) and 9,,. 
Theorem 4.2.2 (Kaplansky [40]) Suppose i? is a primitive ring satisfying a poly-
nomial identity / of degree d. Then R has some PI degree n < [d/2], and R ^ Mt{D) 
foi a division ring D (unique up to isomorphism) with v? = [R : Z{R)\ = t^[D : 
Z{D)\ 
Proof We may assume / is multihnear and Xi...Xi has nonzero coefficient a in / . 
Let M be a faithful simple i?-module and D = End^M. We claim R f» M((D)for 
some f < d. Otherwise, taking any Xi in M we take ri such that riXi ^ XiD and put 
.12 = f'l-T^i'i inductively, given ri, , r^^i and x'l,.. , .TJ_I, take fj such that r^Xj = 0 for 
ah J < I and r\x, ^ Y. •'^'i^ and put x, = r^x,. Then / ( r i , . .,rd),Xi = ard-.-ViXi = 
a./'d ^ 0. 
Let F = Z{D) = Z{R) and take an algebraically closed field K of cardinality 
> 1 + [R . F] (possibly infinite). Then Ri = R0F K is a simple K-algebra and 
satisfies the identity by Pioposition 4.2.2 so as above i?i K, M „ ( D I ) for some n and 
some i^-division algebra Di, with [Di : K] <[Ri : K] = [R : F\ < K - I. Hence 
Di = K by Theorem 1.3.13 so i?i ^ M„{K) and n < [(i/2] by Remark 4.2.5. But 
then r; = [i? : F] = /^ [Z? : F\ and clearly i? has PLdegree v. 
In order to utilize the above result most effectively Rowen [63] proved that R 
is embeddible hi n x v matrices if there is an injection from R into Y\k<7i-^^(-^k) 
wheie Hi is commutative. 
Theorem 4.2.3 If R satisfies a polynomial identity of degiee d, then R/N{R) is 
embeddible in n x n matrices foi n = {d/2]. Infact, each HK can be taken as a direct 
pioduct of fields. 
Proof By Theorem 1.3.14, we have an injection of R/N{R) into Ri with Nil{Ri) = 
0. Multilineariziiig wc can pass PI to i?i. But i?i[A] is semiprimitivc by Amitsur's 
Theoiem 1.3.15, so can be injected into a direct product of prinntive rings, each of 
which by Kaplansky's Theorem 4.2.2 is simple of dimension < ri^ over its center. 
Sphtting each of these primitive components to inject it into Mk(Fii) for a suitable 
field Fii and k < n, we conchide by taking H^ = U^F^i. 
Theorem 4.2.4 (Rowen [63]) Suppose R satisfies a PI of degieo d. If R is semi-
pi ime, then Nil{R) = 0. In general, foi evciy nil weakly closed subset A of R we 
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have Al''/21 CN{R). 
Proof Lot A he the image of A in R/N{B) By Theoiem 4.2.3 R/N{R) is em-
beddible in n x n matrices for ri = [d/2], so A ^ 0, that is , /I" C N(R), proving 
the second assertion. In particular, N/l{Ry' C N{R) = 0 foi R semiprime, so 
Nil{R) = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.1 If / is an identity or central polynomial of Mj,{C) where C is a 
commutative ling, then / is an identity of 7\f„_i(C) 
7 1 - 1 
Proof Matrices TI = J2 (^ii^ij ^ '^s elements of Mn{C) so / (xi , ...,Xm) is some scalar 
a b u t QCrm = f{Xl, ...Xm)&n-n = 0 SO tt = 0. 
Theorem 4.2.5 (Rowen [63]) Everv scnnpiime PI -ring R has PI degree n for 
suitable v and every ideal of R intersects the centei nontiivially. 
Proof Let d be the degiee of a PI of R; let Z = Z[R)ai\d 0 7^  ^ 4 be a proper ideal 
of R. We shall show R has PI degree n < [(i/2], and A n Z 7^  0. 
Case-I R is semiprimitive. R is a subdirect pioduct of piimitive {Ri\ i E 1} and by 
kaplansky's theorem each i?j is central simple ovei Z{Ri) of degree r?j < [d/2] . Let 
n : R -^ Ri denote the canonical projection and let A = TT^C Each A is an ideal 
of Rt so A, = 0 01 Ai = R^. Let V = {le I : A^^{)} and n = maxfrij : z G / '} then 
9r,{A,) C ^(71,) foi i G / ' and .9„(A) = 0 for ? ^ / ' by Lemma 4.2.1. But ^„(A) 7^  0 
for / such that r?j = n, so 0 7^  9r/(^) C yl n Z'. Furthermore, taking A = i? we have 
each Aj = R, so I' = I and .g„ is i?-central , proving R has PI degree n. 
Case-II R is semiprime. Then Nil{R) = 0 by Theorem 4.2.4 so R[X] is semiprimi-
tive by Amitsur's theorem . Now case I is apphcablo . 0 ^ A[X\ n Z[X] = {An Z)[\] 
proving ACiZ / 0; also R[X] has some PI -degree n, implying R also has PI- degree n. 
Corollary 4.2.2 If i? is a semiprime PI and Z{R) is a field F, then i? is a central 
simple F-algebra. 
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Proof Every nonzero ideal of R contains a unit in F, so i?, is simple and 
Ka])lansky's theorem is applicable. 
Theorem 4.2.6 (Rowen [63]) If R is a prime Pl-ring and S = Z{R) - {0}, then 
S~^R is central simple over S^^Z{R) of degree n, where 7?,=PI-degree {R). 
Proof Let Z = Z{R). Then S'^R is prime by (Proposition 2.12.9', [63]) and has 
Pl-degree n. Since S'~^R is a central extension of R . But Theorem 1.3.16 shows 
Z{S-^R.) = S'^Z, a field, so S~^R is central simple by CoroUary 4.2.2. 
Crollary 4.2.3 If R is a semiprime Pl-ring, then Z{Rj:i) = 0. 
Proof If L is a large left ideal of R. and Lz = 0 for z e Z{R), then z G 1{L) = 0. 
Thus Z{R) n Z{Rii) = 0, implying Z{RR) = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.2 Let R has a PI of degree n. Then for each fi, ...r,„+i in R we have 
t 
gviri,---r\„)r,n+i = ^(-l) '+Vn(?'m+i,n---n-i,ri+i, ...r„,)ri where t = n\ 
Proof Define 
'+1 
g{Xy,...,Xrn+i) as ^ (-l)\g„ (Xj, X2..., X;^!, X^+i, ...X,„+i)X,-. Then g \s [t + 1) 
1=1 
alternating by inspection since 'giXi H- Xj) has exactly two nonzero parts, which 
appear with opposite signs . Hence ^ is an identity of /?, so ^„(r„j4.i,ri...,rm) = 0 
yielding the desired equation. 
Theorem 4.2.7 (Rowen [63]) Suppose R has Pl-degree n. If there are elements 
ri, 'r2..., ?•„, in R for which Qnifi, •••, r„j) = 1, then i? is a free 2'(i?,)-module with base 
?'i, ...r, where t — n'^. 
Proof Let Z = Z{R). By Lemma 4.2.2 we have 
t 
r = J2 {-'^y^^g{r/ri, ...,r,^i,7\+i, ...,r)ri G ^ Zr^ for each ?• e R, so ri,...,rt span 
t= i 
R. If Y, ^i''i ~ 0 for Zi in Z, then for each j < t we have 
(=1 
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1 
0 = .g„,(ri, ...,rj_i, ^ ZiTi^Vj+i, ...,7m)rj 
1 = 1 
= E fJn{ru •••, r,_i, 2irv, Tj+i..., r„,)r,-
i=i 
^ /y?) V ' 11 • • • 1 • ^ j ' J ! • • • ' ' ' " . j "^j 
proving 7-i, ..,,rt axe independent. 
Theorem 4.2.8 (Amitsur [2]) A primitive ring R satisfies a polynomial identity 
if and only if it is isomorphic with a dense ring of linear transformations over a 
division ring D which is finite over its center and i?, contains a linear transformation 
of finite rank. 
4.3 Generalized polynomial identities over centroid 
Definition 4.3.1 (Substitution map) Let R be a prime ring with extended cen-
troid C and symmetric ring of quotients Q. Let X be an (infinite) set and Qc < X > 
is the coproduct of the C-algebra Q and the free algebra C < X > over C. If P 
is any C-algebra with 1 containing Q, then any set th(^ or{^ ,tic map X -^ P can be 
extended uniquely to a C-algebra map Qc < X >-> P such that q ^^ q, q ^ Q. 
Such a map is called substitution. 
Amitsur [2] introduced the notion of generalized polynomial identities in 1965. 
Definition 4.3.2 (Generalized polynomial identity) Given an element (j) = 
(f){xi, .7)2, ...Xn) S Qc < X > and elements Pi,P2---,'Pn £ P, where P is any C algebra 
with identity containing Q, (j){pi,p2, •.•,Pn) will denote the image of ^ under the 
substitution deternnned by Xi i-> pi. Let 0 ^ U he an additive subgroup of R . An 
element (6 = (A(,xi,.T2, ...,.T„) E Qc < A > is said to be a generahzed polynomial 
identity on U, if (j)((u,i,U2...Uu) = 0 for all Ui,U2.-.u^, G U. Henceforth we will use 
the abbreviation GPI and make statements such as "0 is a GPI on [/" or "[/ is GPI". 
Let R he a prime ring and let S = R.C be the central closure of R. Form C-
universal product S < X > of the C-algebra S and C < X > where X — {xi,X2,...} 
is a noncomrauting indeterminates x-i,.X2....,a:„,.... Roughly speaking, the elements 
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of S < X > are of the foiin 
where /4 G C, a^^ e S 
K'laitindale [51] defined generahzed polynomial identities over centroid. 
Definition 4.3.3 ( Generalized polynomial identity over centroid) S is said 
to satisfy a nontiivial generalized polynomial identity ovci C {S is GPl) if there is 
a nonzero element f{xi,X2, •••,.x„) in S < X > such that /(.x'i,S2, .••,5„) — 0 for all 
The degree of the monomial aQX^^aiXi^^ (hi-iTi,J'i> (^^^^ ^[^ 7^  0) is n and the 
degieo of an element / of 5 < X > is the maximum degiee of its monomials 
(assuming that a lej^resentation of / as a sum of mononhals is chosen so that the 
degiee of the monomial of highest degiee is minimal). If S satisfies a generahzed 
polynomial identity of degree r?, n minimal, then the usual linearization process 
may be used to obtain a nontrivial generalized (homogeneous) multihnear identity 
of degiee n in Xi, 3-2,. , x„: 
Proposition 4.3.1 Let 0 7^  (^  = ^ dixb^ 6 QxQ. Then 
( = 1 
(/) Foi all nonzero ideals / of R, (j)[I) ^ 0 
(/?) If 0 7^  / be a proper ideal of R such that (hrnc{ip{I)C) < 00, then there exist 
nonzeio elements a,b E R such that dimc{aRCb) < 00. 
Proof Without loss of generahty we may assume that m > I and that {aj} and {b^} 
aie each C-independent sets. By (Theorem 2.3.3, [5]) there exists P = J^^ui^i^vk ^ 
k 
R{i)R(,) such that ai.p ^ 0 but (ij.p = 0, i > 1. We set 0(a-) = ^Uk(f){vf^x) and 
A; 
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note that '0(.'r) = a'xbi where a' ~ ai.f3 / 0. Let 0 7^  i be a proper ideal of R and 
snppose (l){I) = 0. Then il}{I) = 0 whence we have the contradiction a'lhi = 0. Part 
(i) has thereby been proved. Now suppose 0 7^  / be a proper ideal of B, is such that 
dwic{4>{I)C) < 00. Since Uk(t){vkl) C Uk(f){I)-, it follows that dimc{ip{I)C) < 00 
that is, dijTicia'IbiC) < 00. Pick s e I such that 0 7^  a = a's e R and t e R 
such that 0 ^ b = tbi E R. As a result we see that aRb C a'Ibi and accordingly 
divic{a>RbC) < 00. The proof of (ii) is thereby completer 
Corollary 4.3.1 If (j) G QxQ is a GPI on some nonzero ideal / of i?,, then 0 = 0, 
that is there are no nonzero linear GPPs in one variable. 
Proposition 4.3.2 Let S = R.C be the central closure of R and let a,b E S 
be nonzero elements such that dimc{aSb) < 00. Then the ring S has a nonzero 
idempotent e such that eS is a minimal right ideal of 5* and divnc{eSe) < 00. (In 
particular 5 is a primitive ring with nonzero socle). 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that the elements a,b E S are such 
that dmic{a,Sb) < d,wic{uSv) for all nonzero ?i, v e S. We claim that M — aSbS 
is a minimal right ideal of S. Indeed, since S is prime and a 7^  0 7^  6, M 7^  0. 
Let {) j^ z — J2o:i\by^ G M where x^,yi, G S. Setting vt = J2xJ)yi, we note that 
z — au. Further we have auSb C aSb and so auSb = aSb by the choice of a, b. 
Hence auSbS = M and hence M = auSbS C zS C M and zS = M for all nonzero 
z G M. Therefore M is a minimal right ideal of S. By Theorem L3.18 M = eS 
m 
for some idempotent e and eSe is a division ring. Clearly e = ^ auibvi. Hence 
1=1 
m 
e5'e C ^ aS'fciij and so d,inic{e.Se) < 00 and the proposition is proved. 
4 = 1 
Remark 4.3.1 If 0 7^  (^  is a GPI on / of degree n, then there exists a nonzero 
multilinear GPI on / of degree < n. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section which is known 
as the prime GPI Theorem. 
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Theorem 4.3.1 Let R be a Prime ring witli extended centroid C and central clo-
sure S = B,C. Then there is a nonzero GPI c/) on / for some nonzero ideal / of i? if 
and only if S has a nonzero idempotent e such that eS is a minimal right ideal of 
S (hence S is primitive with nonzero socle) and eSc is a finite dimensional division 
algebra over C. 
Proof If dijnc{eSe) = n < oo and Stn+i is the standard polynomial in n + 1 
va,ria})les, then 
0 = St„+i{exie, ex2e, ...eXn+ie) 
is the required GPI. 
Conversely let 0 ^ (j) be a GPI on some nonzero ideal / of R. By Remark 4.3.1 
we may assume that (j) = (j){xi,X2,..., .T„) is nrultilinear of degree n. Pick any C basis 
A of Q. The element (j), when written in terms of the mononhals basis M.{A), only 
involves a finite subset F of A. By suitable reordering of the variables we may write 
"Af, PN, 7 P e C where 
(i) 0 7^  V^ (.x„,) e Qx„Q; 
(h) M is of the form 6o.xi.../4_2.T„-i'^(3;n), with (&o...fc'i~2) T^  (^ o---ftn-2) and X{x^ e 
Qx„.Q] 
(iii) .¥ is of the form 
6Q.TI .. .hi_iXibj^ Xnbj^_^iXi^i.. .6„_^xVi_i6„; 
(iv) xi,X2, ...,Xn-i appear in a different order in P. 
By Proposition 4.3.2 we may assume that 11^(1)0 '^ V = Yl ^C- Choose r G / 
deF 
such that '0(?-) ^ V^  and set 
p{Xi,X2, ....X-„-i) = 0(.Xi, .X2, ....X„„i, r ) . 
Let A' be a C-basis of Q containing F U {ijj{'r)} and consider p as being written in 
terms of the monomials basis M{A') of Qc < X > induced by A'. It is then clear 
that the monomial H ~ 6o.Xi...6„_2-i'n-iV'(''') cannot be canceled by any monomi-
als which arise from M, A^ , or F. For instance, A'' ends in 6"^  e F whereas U ends 
in •;/)(?•) ^ F. Thus 0 7^  p is a GPI of degree n - 1 on / and so by induction the proof is 
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complete 
The following corollary shows that the effect of d GPI canies up to the maximal 
light img ot quotients Ql^ar 
Corollary 4.3.2 Let 7? be a pi line img with extendc^d centroid C, central closure 
S = HC and Q = Qlj^^^{R) Then the follownig conditions aie equivalent 
(/) Theie is a nonzeio GPI 0 on / foi some nonzeio ideal / of i? 
(«) Any subinig S C H C Q is a primitive with nonzeio socle and a nonzero 
idempotent e ^ H such that eHe is a finite dimensional division algebra over 
C 
{in) The ring Q is isomorphic to the complete img of lineai tiansformations of a 
light vcctoi space over a chvision ring which is finite dimesional over its center 
{w) R is GPI 
Proof (/) =4> (?/) By Theoiem 4 3 1 5 has ncmzeio socle and {ii) then follows im-
mc^ chatc^ h fiom Theoiem 1 3 20(ii) 
{n) ^ {in) By Lemma 3 4 1, (? = Qmari^) Now the statement (m) follows from 
the symmetiK version of (Theoiem 4 3 7(viii) 
(///) => (nj) We identify the ring Q with this complete img of lineai transformations 
ovei a division img A Let n be the dimension of A ovei its ceiitei and let e be an 
idempotent of rank 1 of the Imeai tiansformation ring Q Cleaily eQe = A Hence 
the geneiahzed polynomial 0 = Stn+i{exic, ,ex„+ie) = Sfn+i{exi, ,exn+i)e 
wheie Sin+i is the standard polynomial m {n + 1) variables vanishes under all 
substitutions Zj i-> c/i 6 (?, ? = 1,2, ,77 + 1 Pick any a e {c B)R such that ea 7^  0 
Thc^ n 0 = V = St„+i{eari,eaj2, ,eaTri+\)(a ^ Qc < ^ > is a GPI on B The 
implication {10) => (/) is obvious The pioof is theieln complete 
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Theorem 4.3.2 Let a,b e S such that axb = bxakr^J] x'^e'^-fhence for all 
T e S). Then a and b are C-dependent. 
Proof Let us assume that a ^ 0 and b ^ 0. Let D' be; a nonzero ideal of R such 
that all C R and 6[/ C i?, and let V = Uall. We define a mapping f : V -^ R 
according to the rule 
^ x , a y , -^ Yl^Mj,, Xi,,yi e U. 
i 
Suppose ^ XiCiyi = 0. Then 
0 = bvY^x.ayi = J2KrXi)ayi = Y.(^{f^i)hi = arY^x-Mji 
Thus {aU)R,{^Xibyi) = 0 and so ^xibyi = 0, since /? is prime. This shows that / 
is well defined. / is an 7?-homomorpliism because f{{;xa%j)r} = xbyr — f{xay)r for 
all :/;, y € U and r G R. Let (5' denote the element of Q determined by / and let p 
be any element of Q, with pW C R, for some nonzero ideal W of R. For x,y e U 
and u; G W we have {qp){%uxay) — q{{pti))xay} = {piu)xby = p{wxby} = pq{wxay), 
shcming that (f/p — p^j')]'!/]/ = 0. Thus qp = ^^ ^ for all p E Q and so q E C. In 
particular, ,x(r/a — 6);(/ = qxay — xby = 0 for all x,y e U, yielding V{qa — b)V = 0. 
Since R. is prime, we obtain qa — b. 
Theorem 4.3.3 Let ai,a2, ...,a„j be C- independent elements of S and let 
m 
bi,b2,...bj,i e S, with bi ^ 0. Suppose B = {J2(h-i^bi \ x e S} is finite dimen-
sional over C and e is a nonzero idempotent. Then 
(a) 5 ^ 0 , 
(6) 5 has a minimal right ideal eS , 
(c) cSe is a finite dimensional division algebra over C. 
Proof The proof is by induction on m. For m = 1 we have B = aSb and so B ^ 0 
results from the primeness of S. Thus there exists a C-basis ?;i, ^^ 2, •••,Vk of B, k>l 
k 
so that axb = Y. k{^)'^i for all x € S", where Ai(.7;) G C. Choose r G 5" such that 
7 = 1 
k 
bra ^ 0 and set d = br. Then a.xd = J ] H''')ivii'-) for aU .x G S and so a5d is an 
•i=i 
atmost /c-dimensional algebra over C. Since da ^ 0 and 5' is prime, aSd properly 
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contains its (nilpotent) radical A^ . aSd/N is a finite dimensional semisimple algebra 
and m particnlai has an identity element u From this it is well khown that aSd 
itself contains a nonzero idempotent / , since A^  is nilpotent. Then fSf{C aSd) is 
a finite dimensional prime algebra over C and so fSf = Dn, where D is a, finite 
dimensional division algebra over C. Choose e to be a (primitive) idempotent of 
fSf, so that eSe = e{fSf)e = D. Thus e^e is a finite dimensional division algebra 
over C, which in turn imphes that eS is a minimal right ideal of S. 
m k 
Next Suppose that Yl,(^i^^i = Yl^A-''^)^i ^'^'^ ^^^ -^^ ^ ^^ where m > 1, {a^} 
1=1 ; = 1 
independent, hi / 0, {v,} basis for M, Ay(?) G C If 6, = ^j/ji, •~]i £ C, i = 2,3, ...,m, 
then we have acbi = ^  Xj{x)v, foi all x 6! S, where a — a^ + Yl It'^i 7^  0- This case 
j = l 1=2 
has alieady been worked out. Hence, by leordeiing subsciipts, we may assume that 
hi and hi are C-indepcndent. Multiplication on the right by f6i, where i e 5, yields 
k 
a^xhifhi = y^ Xi{x)Vjtbi (4.3.1) 
m  
/ , <^ — ( . ' ^ 1 / • 
i=\ j = l 
for aU ,r,t G 5. On the other hand 
m k 
Y,a,{xhit)k = Y.Xj{xhit)v, (4.3.2) 
1=1 j = i 
foi all .r,f G S. Subtracting (4.3.2) from (4.3.1), we obtain 
rn k 
Y^a,x{b,thi - bitb^) = '^{Xj{x)v,thi - Xj{xbit)vj} (4.3.3) 
1=2 j=i 
foi all r, t e S. By Theorem 4.3.2 there exists U e S such that 62^ 0^ 1 - i^'^ o&2 7^  0. 
Setting b[ = bJohi - hitob, , Wj = Vjtobi and /i^(.r) = -Aj(.x6ito) we then have 
HI L 
J2<^i^'K = Y.i^ji-^')''^! + /^ j('^ ')'^ j}i with b'2 ^ 0. By induction the proof is now 
1=2 i=\ 
complete. 
Theorem 4.3.4 (Martindale [51]) Let i? be a prime ring and let 5 = i?a be 
the cenfial closuie of B. Then S satisRes a gencialized polynomial identity over C 
if and only if for a nonzero idenipotent e in R, S contains a minimal right ideal eS 
(hence S is primitive) and eSe is a finite dimensional division algebra over C. 
Proof If S enjoys the latter two properties, then we first note that eSe satisfies the 
standard identity s{xi^, .Xj-^ , •••, •'^ 'i„) = J2 i-'^ M-'^ i2---^ ''» ~ 0 if n exceeds the dimension 
i 
of cSe over C. In other words S itself satisfies the generalized identity 
Conversely, suppose S satisfies a nontrivial generalized identity of minimal de-
gree; n. Without loss of generality we may assume this identity is homogeneous 
multilinear of degree n so that it has the form: 
m 
/(.Xi,,X2,.. . .X„) = J2<^i''^Ji{^2,---,X„)+g{xi,X2,...,Xn) = 0 
1=1 
where ai, 02,..., a,„, are C-independent elements of S, fi are nonzero generalized ho-
mogeneous multilinear polynomials of degree ii — 1 and g is a sum of monomials 
none of which have .xi as their first variable. If ,Xi appears nontriviafiy as the last 
variable in some monomial of g then we may further break up the identity so as to 
look like 
m k 
f = Y^ aiXij] + Y^ g,2:ihi + ^ p-.x^qi = 0 (4.3.4) 
i= i 1=1 
where 61, />2, •••^ A- ^^^ C-independent elements of S, gi is of degree n — 1 and pi and qi 
are generalizad polynomials of positive degree. For t ^ S, multiplication of (4.3.4) 
on the right by tbi yields 
ni k 
^a iS i / i^^ i + J^^iSi^ji^^i + J^PiSifti^^i = 0 (4.3.5) 
i = l i=l 
for ah si, .32, ...s,,,, t ^ S. Substitution of Xi by Sihit in (4.3.4) leads to 
7)( k 
Y O'iSihtf] + Y 9tS[bitbi + Y ViSihitqi = 0 (4.3.6) 
i = l i=l 
for all .yi,.S2,....s„,t e S. Subtraction of (4.3.6) from (4.3.5) gives 
m k 
Y, '^'-MMh - ht,U) + Y,9Mbitbi - h,th,) + 5]P- '^i(9i*^i - i^^ '^ )^ = 0 (4.3.7) 
i = l i = 2 
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for all ,Si,S2,...s„,f G 5. Suppose fitbi - bitj\ = 0 for all S2,...,s„, t e S. By 
Theorem 4.3.2, fi{s2,..., s„) = A(s2, ...s„)6i for all S2, ....s„ G 5, where A(s2, ...s„) e 
C. By the minimahty of n, /i(r-2, ra, ...r„) 7^  0 for some r2, rs, r„ e 5. Defirre h{x2) = 
/i(.T2,r3, ...r„), and note that h{x2) ^ 0 in S < x > since //,(r2) 7^  0. /i(3;2) may 
be written h{x2) = Yl Ci^ '2cJi, where {ci} are C-independent and the di are nonzero 
elements of 5. Thus h{x) = iJ.{x)bi for aU x G 5, where /Li(.x) = X{x,rs, ...Vn) G C 
and so by Theorem 4.3.3 we are finished. 
We jnay therefore assume that fiUbi - bitofi =^ 0 hi some 72, rg, ...rn, to G S. 
Setting 
I[^ fih^i-kkli, b'i = bitobi - bitobi and q[ = qMh - bitoQi 
we have, in view of (4.3.7), that S satisfies 
m k 
Y^^hXif, +Y,aiXiK + Y,ih-riq[ = 0 (4.3.8) 
i = l 1=2 
where /{('r2, ...r„,) 7^  0. (4.3.8) is not trivial identity, since this would imply that 
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Y^ (iiXifl were trivial, which in turn would contradict Theorem 4.3.3 by specializing 
Xi = T;, i = 2,3,...,n. Furthermore, we make the important observation that in 
transforming the identity (4.3.4) to the identity (4.3.7) in no monomial has the 
order in which the variables .Xi, X2, ...x„ appear been changed (some monomials may 
have disappeared). 
Repetition of the above process at most k times will enable us to transform our 
original identity (4.3.4) into a nontrivial one of the form 
Y^ aiXif,{x2, •••x„) + g{xuX2, ....x,,) = 0 (4.3.9) 
7=1 
in which X[ never appears as the last variable in any monomial of g and in which 
no new order of the variables is introduced in any monomial. 
We may assume that xi,X2,...Xr, r < n, are those variables which appeared 
first in some monomial of the original identity. Applying the preceding process to 
each of these variables, we may in a finite rmmber of steps transform the original 
identity one of the form 
J2 ^ -^ '^i/'+E ^ -^ 2^*-+-+E ^ '^ -^ '^- = 0 ^^ -^ -^ ^^  
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m which {ai},{bi}, ,{di} aic C-mdependent sets m 5" and fj,gj, h^ aie nonzero 
a — I degree generahzed polynomials m which none of /1,2,2, 2;, ever appear as 
the last vaiiable 111 any monomial Since some vaiiable must appear last in each 
numomidl, we conclude that 7 < n By the mimmahty of n, fi{r2,r-i, r„) 7^  0 for 
some r^,? 5, /•„ G S* Let 
f/(^2, , In i) = fii-Tz, ^3, r„_i,r„), 
g[{n,>']. /„-_i) = g,(xi,T3, T„_i,r„), ,h[{ri,j2, :f,-i,7,+i, T„_I) 
We claim that 
J2 "^ 1^/^ ' + E '^^ 25^  + + 5 ] ^^ '^ ^ '^  = ^  (4 3 11) 
IS a nontiivial identity of degree n - 1 If (4 3 11) is trivial, then it would follow that 
Y, flf^i/i IS trivial Setting c, = f[{r2, r^, , r„) we would then have ^ a^xQ = 0 for 
aU J e S, with {aj} C-mdependent and Ci = /(r2,7 3, r„) 7^  0 This is a contra-
diction to Theorem 4 3 3 and theiefoie (4 3 11) must be a nontrivial identity This, 
however, now contiadicts the mimmahty of n 
We hist specialize to the situation wheie R is a pimntive ung R may be con-
sideied as an iireducible ring of eiidomoiphisms of an adchtive abehan gioup V, so 
that D == HoTnR{V, V) is a division iiiig Let F be the ceiitei of D and set T = RF, 
a subimg of Hom(l/,y) with same division iirig D Clcaily F is contained m the 
extended (entei C of T and conversely, the pioof of Theon^m 12 m [52], shows that 
C IS contained m F Thus C = F and so the cential closuie of the ring T is T itself 
Hence the consequence of Theoiem 4 3 4 are the following 
Theorem 4.3.5 (Kaplansky [40]) Let i? be a pinmtive img satisfying a polyno-
mial identity over its centroid Then Ris a finite dimensional central simple algebra 
Proof Wc may assume that R satisfies a homogeneous multilinear identity over its 
cent I Old Z 
riU Tn + ^f^JnT^i. ^'. = 0. oa^^Z, 4 3 12 
which is also satisfied by T. If [V : D] > n, then T contains a subring which has as 
a honiomorphic ima.ge AM the n x n matrices over D. (4.3.12) is therefore satisfied 
by D„, but this is clearly impossible if we set Xi = Cn, x-2 = ei2, X3 = 622, etc., 
where the e,, are the usual matrix units of D„. Hence V is finite dimensional over 
D. Finally, by Theorem 4.3.4, D is finite dimensional over its center F. 
The primitive rings R studied by Amitsur in [2] are F-algebras (i.e RF C R) 
and so Theorem 4.3.4 directly imphes 
Theorem 4.3.6 (Amitsur [2]) Let R. be a primitive ring such that RF C i?, 
where F is the center of the associated division ring D. Then R satisfies a general-
ized polynomial identity over F if and only if R, contains a minimal right ideal and 
D is finite dimensional over F. 
Theorem 4.3.7 (Posner [59]) Let R be prime ring satisfying a polynomial iden-
tity over its centroid Z. Then R can be embedded as cither a left or right order in 
its central closure S = R.C and S is finite dimensional central simple algebra over C 
Proof We first assume that R satisfies a homogeneous multilinear identity 
, '-l-^'ll-^l2 aiXi^Xi^...Xi_^ = 0 Qie Z, 4.3.13 
and that S = R.C satisfies the same identity. Furthermore, because different mono-
mials ha.ve the variables in a dift'erent order (4.3.13) remains a nontriviaJ identity 
over C. By Theorem 4.3.4, S is in particular primitive and so, by Kaplansky's 
Theorem 4.3.5, 5 is a finite (hmensional central simple algebra over C. 
In order to show that R. is an order in S we shall first show that every nonzero ideal 
U of R contains a regular element. Indeed, write 5' = Dk and let ei,e2,...,efc be 
the usual orthogonal idempotents in S. 'Write Ci = Yl 
e R, c,j e C. 
Since there are only a finite number of c^, there exists a nonzero ideal W of R. such 
that W CU and Ci^W C R for all i,j. Wc can see that eiW'^eiCU. Furthermore, 
CiW'-^ is a nonzero right ideal of R, and since R. is prime, CiW^ei ^ 0 . . We now select 
0 ^ u, e e.W'^e, C [/, ?; = 1,2,..., /c, and set u = u^ +U2 + ••• + Uk- In 5, u clearly 
has rank k and so must be a regular element of R. Now in order to show that every 
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eknnont of 5 can be written m the foim ab~^,a,b G R, b legulai, it suffices, since 
S = BC, to show that for any finite set of elements ci,C2, , c„, EC we can find 
ai, 02, , a„, E B,b regular, such that c^ = a^b^^, ? = 1, 2, , m Certainly there is a 
nonzeio ideal U of R such that c^U C i?, / = 1,2, ,m Fiom the above aigument 
U contains a regulai element b and hence Cj6 = a^  G /?, z = 1, 2, ,m or m S, 
c\ = ajr^, ? = 1, 2, , m This completes the pioof of Posnei's Theorem 
4.4 Generalized polynomial identities having coefficients in 
Martindale and Utumi rings of quotients 
Tliionghout the section U denotes the Utumi img of quotients of the ring R 
and C its centei (extended centioid of R) We begin with the foUowing definitions 
Definition 4.4.1 (Rational submodule) A light R submodule M of U such that 
[//? IS d lational extension of MR IS cahed a rational submodule of U 
Definition 4.4.2 (Rational ideal) A right ideal p of i? is said to be rational ideal 
if RR IS a rational extension of PR Rational light ideals aie also called dense right 
ideals 
Lot T be a nonzeio i?-subbiinodule of the Maitmdak ung of quotients Q T 
satishes a Q genciah/ed polvnoinial identity {Q GPI) if for some / (^ i , t2, ,Xn) € 
Qc < X > -{0} , f{fut2, ,tn) = 0 fo ah substitutions of f, e T foi 7, This notion 
geneiahzes the usual situation when R satisfies a GPI, which means a Q-GFl with 
coefficients m RC + C, the central closuie of the iing R 
Proposition 4.4.1 The Utumi quotient ring U of a ring R satisfies the following 
axioms 
(?) i? is a subimg of U 
{n) Foi each a e U, theie exists a rational light ideal p oi R such that ap C R 
iin) \ia eU and op = 0 for some lational light ideal p of R, then a = 0 
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(?/(;) For any rational right ideal p and for any right i?-module homomorphism 
cj): pu -^ B.ji, there exists a eU such that </)(r) = ar for all r E p. 
Remark 4.4.1 For a prime ring R, a nonzero two-sided ideal is a rational right 
ideal of R. 
In the above Proposition 4.4.1, if we consider only nonzero two-sided ideals 
instead of rational right ideals, then we obtain the Martindale quotient ring Q. Q 
can he naturally regarded as a subring of U and can be characterized as follows; For 
a e U, a e Q if and only if al C R, for some nonzero two-sided ideal / of R. Also 
observe that the center of U, denoted by C, coincides with the center of Q, C is the 
extended ccntroid of R. 
The following theorem due to Chuang [14] is the main tool in dealing with 
g(>neralize(l polynomials with coefficients in U. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Assume that R, is a prime ring and U is its Utumi quotient ring. 
Let N be a rational submodule of U and let «i, ...,'a„ e U he C-linearly indepen-
dent. Then there exists a e N such that Uia, ...u„a G A-" and such that uia, ...,Una 
are still C-linearly independent. 
Lemma 4.4.1 If R has a nonzero right ideal p which is finite dimensional over C, 
then R, itself is finite dimensional over C. 
Proof Suppose that dime pC = m < oo. Since R acts faithfully on pC by right 
multiplication, R. embeds in M^iiC), the ring of m x rn matrices over C. So R is 
finite (hmensional. 
Lemma 4.4.2 Let V and W be two vector spaces over a field F and let Ti, ...T^, 
b(^  F-linearly independent linear transformations of V into W. Let B be an additive 
subgroup of V such that FB = V. Then for any finite dimensional subspace Wo of 
W, either there exists v E B such that TiV, ...,TrV are linearly independent module 
Wo, or there exists 5 = ^ a,T, / 0, where a, G F, which is of finite rank. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.4.1 Let A^  be the given rational submodule of U. Set 
M = N n u^^N n uT^^N n ... n u;^^N, where u'^N = [u e U : UiU e N}. M, an 
intersection of finitely many rational submodules, is itself a rational submodule of 
U. Via left multiphcation, we may regard ui,U2, ..Mn as C-linear transformations 
from the C-vector space MC into the C -vector space NC. If there exists a e M 
such that Uia^U'ia, ...Una are C-linearly independent, then we are done. Otherwise, 
by Lemma 4.4.2, there exist ai, 02, •••Ctn ^ C such that u = aiUi + 0.2112 + ••• + «„«„ 
is a nonzero finite rank linear transformation on MC (via left multiplication). Set 
L = M n vr^R. Then L is a rational submodule of M such that 0 j^ uL C R. Since 
u is of finite rank on M, uL must also be finite C-dimensional. Thus R possesses 
a nonzero, finite C-dimensional right ideal uL. By Lenuna 4.4.1, R. is also finite C-
dimensional and hence nmst be a PLring. Set p = N D R, which is a rational right 
ideal of R. For a prime PLring R, U, Q and RC are all equal to the localization of 
p at its center Z{p) by (Theorem 2, [33]). So we can find a common denominator 
a. G Z{p) such that aui,au2, ...,aUn G p. Since Z{p) C C, a^i, 0^2,..., ««„ are 
obviously C-linearly independent. 
Let X = {xi,x-2,...}, the countable set consisting of the noncommuting inde-
terminates ,xi,.1:2,.... Let C{X} be the free algebra over C in the set X. Consider 
U{X} = U*c C{X}, the free product over C of U and C{X}. Elements of U{X} are 
generalizcxi polynomials. By a nontrivial generalized polynomial, we mean a nonzero 
element of U{X}. An element m 6 U{X} of the form ni = go?yi'?i?/2'?2---i/7i?n, where 
{^ 0, •••1771} ^ U and {yi,...y„} C X, is called a monomial, r/o,...,^,,, are called the 
coefficients of rn. Each / e U{X} can be represented as a finite sum of monomials. 
Such representation is certainly not unique. For a given representation of / as a 
sum of mononnals, the coefficients of each monomial occuring in the representation 
axe called the coefficients of / in the given representation. 
Definition 4.4.3 {V generalized) For a subset V olU, f e U{X} is called a 
y-generalized polynonual if / has a representation with all of its coefficients in V. 
Definition 4.4.4 (B-monomial) Let B be a set of C-independent vectors of 
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U. B-mononiial is defined as a monomial of tlie form uoyiUiy2U2...ynUn, where 
{uo,..., '«„} C B and {yi, ?/2,..., ?/„} C X. 
In [49] Lanski proved that the set of multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPl is the 
same for any /i'-submodule of Q and that if R satisfies a Q-GPI, then it satisfies one 
having all its coefficients in R. 
Chuang further generahzed the above results in case of rational submodules of 
U, th(; Utunh ring of quotients of R. in place of Martindale ring of quotients Q. 
Theorem 4.4.2 Assume that /? is a prime ring and U is its Utumi quotient ring. 
For a.ny rational submodule Ad of U, the GPIs satisfied by M are the same as the 
GPIs satisfied by U. 
For the proof of the theorem following lemmas are essential. 
Lemma 4.4.3 Let A'' be a rational submodule of U and let /(.Xi, .T2..., X„) be a non-
trivial generalized poljmomial. Then there exists a e N such that f{axi,...,aXn)a 
is a nontrivial A^-generalized polynomial 
Proof Choose a basis B for the C-subspace s])anned by the coefBcients of a repre-
,5 
sentation of / and write f ~ Yl Q i^^ ii where »i £ C'\{0} and where rrii are distinct 
5-monornials. Note that B is a finite set. 
Set M = {r\f^^a:[^N) n A^ . M is also a rational submodule of U. By Theorem 
4.4.1, there exists a e M such that {ua : u 6 B} is a C-linearly independent subset 
of M. 
Consider a B-monomial m{yi,...yk) = uoyiUiy2U2...ykV.k, where {UQ, ...,Uk} C B 
and {yi,...,yk} C X. Then m{ayi, ...ayk)a = {uoa)yi{uia)y2iu2a)...yk{uka), where 
uo(i,Uia, ...,Uka G {ua : tt G B}. Set B' = {ua : u G B}. By choice of a, B' is an 
independent set of M. Hence m{a.yi, ...,ayk)a is a ^'-monomial. Also, if a is one 
of «i, ...,f>',,, then ani{ayu •••,o,yk)a = {auoa)yi{uia)y2{u2a.)...yk{uka). By choice of 
a, UQa,Uia,...,Uka e M C N. By the definition of M, mxoa G aM C A^ . Hence 
am(a,yi,...,ayk)a is an A'-generafized polynomial. 
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Now, consider /(axi,.. . , Gx„)a = ^ a^vh{nxi, ...,ax„)a. By the above result, 
1=1 
each 7n,(axi,..., ax„)a is a fi'-monomial. Henc(- f{axi,..., axj,)a is nontriviah Again, 
by above result, each ai7n,{axi,..., axn)a is an iV-generahzed polynomial and hence 
so is /(axi,. . . , aXn)(i, as desired. 
Lemma 4.4.4 Let M he a rational submodule of U. If M satisfies a nontrivial 
GPI, then R satisfies a nontrivial i?-GPI. 
Proof Let f{xi, ...,Xn) = 0 be a nontrivial GPI satisfied by M. Set p = M n 
R. p is a rational right ideal of R. By Lenmia 4.4.3, there exists a e p such 
that f{axi,...,aXn)a is a nontrivial p-generalized polynomial. For ri,...,rn G R, 
ari,...,(ir„ G pR C pC M. Hence f{ari,...,ar„)a = 0. So R satisfies the nontrivial 
p-GPl /(o.ri, ...,ax,,)a = 0. 
Proof of the Theorem 4.4.2 Let M be a rational submodule of U. It is obvious 
that any GPIs satisfied by U are also satisfied by M. So we show the converse. 
If every GPI satisfied by M is trivial, then there is nothing to prove. So we 
assume that M satisfies a nontrivial GPI. By Lemma 4.4.4, R. satisfies a R-GPl. 
By the main result in [51], the central closure S{= RC) of R contains a minimal 
idempotent e such that 65*6 is a finite dimensional division algebra over C. Note 
that the socle of S is nonzero. By (Proposition 7, [47]) and its proof, the Utumi 
quotient ring of S is canonically isomorphic to Horn(S'e, Se)eSc- Also, under this 
canonical isomorphism, S is realized via left multiplication as a dense subring of 
Hom(5'e,5'e)e,s'p. From now on, we identify each s ^ S with the left multiplication 
on Se by s. Then the Utumi quotient ring of S is Hom(5'e, Se)eSe.- Since 5 is a 
rational extension of R, the Utunn quotient ring of S coincides with the Utumi 
quotient ring of R. So we have U= Hom(5'e, Se.)^^^. 
Let p = M f\R, and let o denote the socle of S. Since any GPI is continuous 
wii,h resp(^ct to the finite topology on Hom(S'K, Se)eSe by [30] and since o is dense 
in Hom(S'e, 5e)e,5e with respect to the finite topology, it suffices to show that each 
GPI satisfied by p is also satisfied by o. 
First, suppose that C is finite. Then there exists a rational right ideal p' of R 
such that dp' C i? for aU a e C. Consider pp', since pp' is a rational right ideal of 
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R, pf/C is a rational light ideal of S and hence pp'C D a. But pp'C ^ pR^ p. So 
p 3 a. Thus any GPI vanishing on p also vanishes on a as is desired. 
Now we assume that C is infinite. Let / be a GPI of/;. We proceed by induction 
on the height of / to show that / vanishes on U. Pick sufficiently but finitely many 
distinct a G C. Let p' be a rational right ideal of R such that ap' C p for all those 
a we have ])icked. Replace each indeterminate x m f by ox for these a. Then the 
resulting GPIs vanish on p' So, using the Vandeimonde determinant argument, we 
can solve for the homogeneous paits of / . So each homogeneous part of / vanishes 
on // It suffices to show that each homogeneous pait of / vanishes on U. Note 
that the height of each homogeneous part of / is less than or equal to that of / . 
Rcplacmg / by one of its homogeneous paits and p by /•/, we may assume from the 
stait that f is homogeneous in each indeteiminate it involves. 
Assume that the height of / is zero. Then, since / is homogeneous, / must be 
multilinear By the multilinearty, / vanishes on pC. But pC, a rational right ideal 
of 5, nmst mclude a. So / vanishes on a and hence on U as desired. So we assume 
that the height of / is larger than 0. As the induction hypothesis, we also assume 
that the assertion holds for any GPI whose height is less than that of / . 
Let X be an indeteiminate involved in / . For this moment, we suppress all 
indeterminates other than x and write / = f{x) for simplicity of notations. Consider 
9{TI V) — ,/(-'J" + y) ~ fix) - fiy), wheie y is a new mdeteiminate not occurring in / . 
Since g is obviously of less height than / and since g vainshes on p, g must vanish 
U by oui induction hypothesis So f{x + y) = fir) + f{y) for r,y e U. We have 
thus shown that / is additive on U with respect to each indeterminate it involves. 
Now wiite / = /(.ri, ...,.x„), where xi, ..,.T„ are aU the indeterminates which / 
involves. Set x^ = ^r|*''a^*'', where r^  6 p and a'*'' G C. Using the additivity of / 
on U, we compute 
II, ,3n 
E ("n')''M'>;;:')""f('-i (^h'n fJ'0\huff,ii} ^ ^.H-j 
JU ,3n 
wheie Ji, IS the Tj-degree oi f {i = 1, ,??) Since rj | e p, [{TJJ, '^jl ) ~ ^ Hence 
/ ( / i , , i„) = 0 But Xj = X]?o ttj aie tjpical elements of pC Since pC, a ra-
tional light idcvil of BC, must include o", / vanishes on a and hence on U as is desired 
Theorem 4.4.3 Assume that i? is a prime iiiig and U is its Utumi quotient ring 
L(^ t M and A'^  be two rational submodules of U If M satishes a GPI, then M 
satishes a A^-GPI 
Proof Let M, N be two given rational submodules of U In view of Theorem 
4 4 2, we may assume that M = U Suppose that f(ji , , x„) = 0 is a GPI of U 
Then by Lemma 4 4 3, theie exists a £ N such that / (GTI , , a7n)o, is a nontrivial 
A-geneidhzed polynomial Obviously, f{axi, ,aXn)a = 0 is also a A'-GPI for U 
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